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2021 saw the continuation of a global health crisis that has 
affected all of our lives. It was a year in which so many have 
faced personal and commercial challenges of a kind none of 
us would wish to see and our thoughts are especially with 
those of you impacted by Covid-19. Despite these many 
challenges, continued global government spending programs 
and Central Bank support has borne fruit in healthy company 
earnings and strong equity markets. It will hopefully be 
reassuring to you to see that most portfolios have delivered 
strong performance throughout 2021. 

In recent weeks, our experts have taken a look at the year 
gone by and in an effort to interpret what this could mean for 
investors in 2022. In the following pages, we outline why we 
believe that we can now look forward to 2022 with cautious 
optimism. There is no doubt that we continue to face the 
challenges from new strains of Covid-19 and watching how 
global Central Banks will adapt to continued high inflation. As 
you will read in Kevin Quinn’s piece over the next few pages, 
it may be a bumpier road ahead.

InPrivate is an update on the performance of your funds 
but it also includes other updates that may be of interest. 
Our Investment Solutions team are continuously looking 
at ways to bring you new sources of return and strategies 
that can complement your existing holdings. The subject of 
adapting investment strategies to incorporate Environment, 
Social and Governance (“ESG”) concerns is front and centre 
for Bank of Ireland and is an area that you will hear much 
more from us in the year ahead. In this edition, you will see a 
piece from one of our strategic partners State Street Global 
Advisors on how they reflect ESG principles through their 
Asset Stewardship initiatives. We also cover some themes 
that we expect to be prevalent in 2022 such as mergers and 
acquisitions activity and an introduction to the “hot topic” of 
cryptocurrency.

To support our clients’ financial wellbeing, we host regular 
webinars and events where you can hear from our experts 
and partners on current issues and opportunities that may 
be relevant to you. We also produce monthly and weekly 
updates on markets’ performance. Please talk to your Private 
Client Manager if you would like to attend any of these 
events or to receive our publications. 

I do encourage you to take part in an annual review with 
your Private Client Manager. It is a useful exercise to check 
in on how your investments are performing and to ensure 
that you are on track towards meeting your investment 
goals. We have the facility to conduct meetings remotely if 
you wish. We are aware that some may prefer face-to-face 
interaction and of course this remains available to you. We 
will conduct our meetings in a manner that reflects public 
health guidelines. 

On behalf of my colleagues, I thank you for your continued 
business with Bank of Ireland and we look forward to 
working on your behalf in 2022.

Welcome to the January 2022 edition of InPrivate. This year’s publication 
provides you with a review of investment markets in 2021 and an outlook 
for 2022; an update of the main products and funds that make up your 
investment portfolio and some topical articles about latest trends in 
investment markets that you might find interesting. I hope you find it 
a useful read to accompany your individual valuation report which is 
enclosed. 

This is my first opportunity to address you as Director of Wealth, Advice 
& Distribution, having taken the reins from Sean O’Murchu who has been 
appointed as Commercial Director in our sister business New Ireland 
Assurance. 

Yours sincerely,

Joann Hosey
Director – Wealth Advice & Distribution
Retail Ireland
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When we look back at the pandemic period we 
can think of the economic environment in a 
number of distinct phases:

1. “Survival by Central Bank” (March 
2020-November 2020)  
If we think back to the dark days of the 
first outbreak of Covid-19 in March 2020, 
it was met by a colossal wave of global 
Central Bank support. This then drove one 
of the most rapid economic recoveries 
in global stock markets set against a 
devastated global economy. Tech stocks, 
US stocks, Emerging Markets and growth1 
stocks were the biggest winners while the 
US dollar dropped in value.    

2. “The vaccine boom” (November 2020-
June 2021)  
With the arrival of Covid-19 vaccines in 
late 2020, markets shifted significantly as 
expectations of economic growth surged 
and real economic activity regained 
momentum. Against the backdrop of 
reopening economies, the returns of 
value type stocks surged2 and it began to 
look like the boom in the stocks that had 
benefited from the pandemic (see point 
1) was ending. By contrast global bond 
markets saw losses as expectations began 
to shift about when global Central Banks 

might withdraw their supports. Economic 
growth expectations up until the middle 
of summer 2021 increased significantly. 
The US Federal Reserve at one point 
forecasted 7% growth for the US economy 
in 2021.

3. “The fear of inflation” (June 2021 to date) 
Since mid-2021, the initial optimism about 
the ending of the Covid-19 pandemic 
began to recede as the Delta variant took 
hold. While economic recovery continued, 
it began to fade and we started to see 
rising inflation pressures in the global 
economy. A combination of supply chain 
bottlenecks, excess demand in global 
energy markets and the scale of Central 
Bank support all resulted in inflation 
increasing to levels not seen in decades 
in many economies. Growth rates and 
inflation rates were almost neck and 
neck towards the end of 2021. This has 
given some cause for concern that we 
would see a period of stagflation (where 
growth fails to keep pace with inflation) as 
has been experienced in Japan for some 
time. The latter part of 2021 also saw a 
significant slowdown in China as it battles 
with a crisis in its property development 
sector and tries to reduce the impact of a 
property bubble. 

Kevin Quinn 
Chief Investment 
Strategist

“ If we think back to the dark 
days of the first outbreak of 
Covid-19 in March 2020, it 
was met by a colossal wave of 
Global Central Bank support . ”

What might the post-pandemic global economy look like?

What Might the Post-Pandemic
Global Economy Look Like?

Kevin Quinn, Chief Investment Strategist, looks back at 2021 and 
makes some predictions about what the post-pandemic global 
economy might look like in 2022. 

1A growth stock is any share in a company that is anticipated to grow significantly above the growth for the 
market in general. 
2A value stock refers to shares of a company that appears to trade at a lower price relative to its 
fundamentals, such as dividends, earnings, or sales.

1.

2.

3.
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The current direction of global Central Bank policy is one 
of raising interest rates rather than cutting them. The US 
Federal Reserve (the Fed) is expected to have ended its 
bond purchase programme by end of Q1 2022 and interest 
rate rises may follow closely after that. The Fed has signalled 
three rate rises during 2022. The UK have already started 
that journey and markets expect the European Central Bank 
to follow later in 2022. This is despite protestations to the 
contrary. 

There are a number of factors that could support growth in the 
world economy. 
 • Supply chain blockages have left inventories of goods and 

energy at record lows. 

 • Service providers ranging from hotels to public transport to 
sporting venues have all yet to stage a full recovery. 

 • Savings levels in developed economies remain at very 
elevated levels and a record rise in the net worth of 
households in many economies provide a further support to 
demand in the years ahead. 

Even if the pace of global economic growth begins to slow in 
2022 (which is the consensus expectation), the year is unlikely 
to come anywhere near to recession in the developed world. 

The first two quarters of 2021 delivered exceptional company 
earnings growth and there was a more muted expectation for 
Q3. However, Q3 too delivered a strong set of results. A ‘melt-
up’ in earnings has proven to be a significant support to global 
stock markets and saw company valuation levels drop from 
the heights reached at the start of the year. While we don’t 
anticipate that this will continue, it does appear that earnings 
expectations are once again being upgraded and this is a 
cause for some confidence that the market is well supported. A 
positive for investors.

China has grown into the second largest economy globally. It  
is likely, by some measures, to surpass the US in the coming 
decade. Yet it has been hugely dependent on its property 
market as both a source of economic activity and indeed 
wealth. The Chinese government is intent on reducing the 
impact of what many see as a property bubble. Over 2021, it 
began to clamp down on some of the excesses in the property 
development market. This shift in policy will likely result in 
lower but more sustainable growth levels as the Chinese 
leadership seeks to transition its economy from one based on 
investment to one that is more consumption led. 

For most of the past year, global Central Banks have described current high 
levels of inflation as “transitory” and that it would be gone from the system 
in 2022. A rationale for this has had to do with the fact that the world shifted 
away from services and towards goods during the pandemic – only to find 
supplies were insufficient to meet demand and prices rose. The reality has 
proven quite different with inflation higher and more broadly based than 
anticipated. It is likely that the inflation levels seen at the end of 2021, will 
ease to some degree in 2022. This is likely to be driven by supply chains 
responding and easing pressure from energy prices. However, pressure in 
the jobs market may well create a second source of price increases in 2022. 
This is unlikely to occur in the early part of the year, but another year of 
solid economic growth could see some economies reach full employment 
and with it, a risk of wage price spiral. While major labour markets such as 
the US continue to remain well below their pre-pandemic levels, there are 
factors such as early retirement and lower female participation which have 
happened as consequences of the pandemic period that may have longer 
term impacts. With that prospect it is likely that the inflation problem could 
persist for most, if not all, of 2022.

For many market commentators, there was an expectation 
that the Delta wave was the last that Covid-19 might present. 
With the arrival of the Omicron variant in late 2021, that 
is clearly no longer the case. Given the speed with which 
Omicron has spread, we expect it to cause a further slowing 
of the global economy. However it does not spell a return to 
the dark days of the first lockdown. Over 55% of the world’s 
population has now been vaccinated and early evidence 
is that this is helping reduce the impact of Omicron. Social 
norms have changed and however fatigued, most populations 
respond well to restrictions when needed. The pharmaceutical 
industry is working to create adaptations of the vaccines to 
address Omicron and these are anticipated by Quarter 1 2022. 
Taking all of this into consideration, we see the impact on the 
economy as one of growth deferred rather than destroyed. 
Markets had sold off on the Omnicron news initially but appear 
to have regained confidence that this variant will be overcome. 

Change #1  
Global Central Bank Policy

Change #4 
Global Economic Growth 

Change #5 
Peak Company Earnings & 
Valuations

Change #6 
China’s Slowdown

Change #2 
Inflation

Change #3 
Covid-19 & Omicron

Set against this backdrop, the global economy is having to navigate 6 key themes. Each 
of these is a milestone on the way to a normalised post-pandemic global economy. 
However, each presents its own unique challenges. 

Transitioning Through 6 Changes in 2022 

What might the post-pandemic global economy look like?
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Outlook for 2022

What might the post-pandemic world look like?

For investors, the transition to the post-pandemic 
economy will begin to be more of a reality in 2022. We 
can expect to see economic growth continuing to be 
strong, but less so, especially given the slowdown that 
is likely within China and the remaining challenge from 
Covid-19. 

We can expect inflation to remain a difficulty for most 
of the year but ultimately to dissipate, although there 
remains a risk that a wage spiral could create a second 
wave of pressure. 

We can expect company earnings growth to normalise 
in the year ahead, but to remain strong as companies 
transfer higher supply prices to consumers in an effort 
to limit any margin squeeze.

Global Central Bank policy will change direction and 
while remaining broadly supportive, we are likely to see 
the first interest rate moves in the US and possibly the 
Euro area. Government spending is expected to continue 
to be expansive in 2022. 

As for Covid-19, we have seen the more rapid spread of 
Omicron but the policy response has been one which 

has had a far less negative impact on economies, similar 
to the outcome of the Delta variant. It seems likely 
to become endemic during 2022 and we will learn to 
live with periodic restrictions until improved vaccine 
treatments and perhaps even cures begin to build 
greater immunity. 

This is an environment in which we believe risk assets 
such as equities can continue to perform, but at a slower 
pace than we saw in 2021. By contrast for bond markets 
it appears that the impact of inflation and changes to 
Central Bank policy will make it yet another challenging 
year. 

Each of the transitions we’ve described here may create 
uncertainty and pockets of increased market volatility 
but as we have seen throughout 2021, they are likely 
to be short-lived. The reason for this confidence is that 
we continue to see a backdrop of strong economic 
growth and supportive Central Bank policy for the year 
ahead. That also means the economic environment 
may continue to present headwinds for bond markets, 
making it more challenging to eke out gains from lower 
risk portfolios.
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Deirdre Kennedy 
Head of Direct 
Investment 
Management

Equities
Global Fundamentals and Newgrange Funds

Equities

Deirdre Kennedy, Head of Direct Investment Management and 
William Nicholl, Investment Manager, discuss Global Fundamentals 
and Newgrange Funds and trends dominating equity markets.

After thirty successful years with Bank 
of Ireland, Leona Nicholson retired 
at the end of December 2021. Having 
worked with Leona since we launched 
Global Fundamentals in 2011, it is now 
my pleasure to lead the Direct Funds 
team as we manage the funds that you 
have entrusted us with. Our investment 
philosophy remains the same – investing 
in global champions at attractive 
valuations. 

While 2020 was the year that Covid-19 
shocked the world, 2021 was the year the 
world endeavoured to return to normal 
life. Over 9 billion vaccine doses were 
injected into arms enabling countries to 
reopen from lockdowns. With the help of 
cheap money and government spending, 
pent up demand and high levels of excess 

savings, global gross domestic product 
grew 5.6%3 and company earnings enjoyed 
a strong bounce.

In a cyclical recovery, the more 
economically sensitive sectors led the way, 
with Energy and Financial stocks among 
the top performers in 2021. The oil price 
jumped 50%4 and bank balance sheets 
weathered the Covid-19 crisis much better 
than expected. The Technology sector 
was also in the top three performers as 
the pandemic accelerated working-from-
home trends and tech giant Microsoft 
saw a ‘wave of digital transformation 
sweeping every company and industry’.5  
The more defensive sectors like Utilities 
and Communications, lagged the market, 
although they still generated double digit 
returns in euro terms4. 

Four Trends That 
Are Dominating 
Equity Markets 

Periodic waves of infection and the emergence of new virus 
variants remind us that we’re not at the end of the pandemic 
but we’re also in a very different place to February 2020 as 
a novel pathogen spread across the globe. Medical science 
has learnt how to treat and vaccinate against the disease 
and individuals and corporations have adapted to the ‘new 
normal’. Pfizer’s Covid-19 shot generated record one year sales 
for a pharmaceutical product with $36 billion6 of revenue 
in 2021. If required, the mRNA based technology allows for 
faster adaptation of the vaccine to new variants. The company 
also developed an anti-viral pill that showed 89% efficacy7 at 
preventing hospitalisation in at-risk people. 

From clogged up ports to semiconductor shortages, the world 
experienced growing pains as lockdowns ended and the release 
of pent up demand put pressure on supply chains. This in turn 
fed through to inflation. Central bankers have said that inflation 
should diminish as 2022 progresses although supply chain issues 
have been more severe than expected. For companies, logistics 
have become even more of a competitive advantage and the 
larger players – like household names Nestle and Unilever - can 
wield their purchasing power. Companies with strong pricing 
power are well placed in an inflationary environment - luxury 
goods players LVMH and Richemont manage pricing to increase 
the exclusive appeal of their products.

Digital technology will increase its penetration across sectors 
from industry to healthcare to entertainment. TSMC, the 
leading contract manufacturer of semiconductor chips is in 
a good position to benefit and is spending $100 billion on 
capital expenditure over the next three years10. Through its 
Digital Industries division, Siemens is the largest industrial 
automation and software vendor in the market. In the next 
step in its evolution, Facebook has renamed as Meta Platforms 
to reflect the social media firms plan to build a digital avatar-
filled virtual world known as the ‘metaverse’, allowing users to 
shop, game and socialise. 

1. The Pandemic – ‘The End 
Of The Beginning’?

3. Corporate Confidence

2. Managing Supply  
Chains and Inflation

4. Digitalisation
William Nicholl 
Investment 
Manager

3Source: OECD December 2021.
4Bloomberg January 2022.

6 Pfizer, November 2021.
7 Pfizer, December 2021. 
8 Financial Times, December 2021.
9 Financial Times, October 2021.
10 Bloomberg, October 2021.

5Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella January 2021.

Global Fundamentals +27.2%       Newgrange +25.7%

Source: Northern Trust. Performance of both funds as at 1 year to 01.01.2022 is quoted gross of 
tax and charges (Class M).

2021 Fund Performance

Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance. 
Warning: The value of your investment may go down as well as up. You may get back less than you invest.
Warning: These funds may be affected by changes in currency exchange rates.
Warning: If you invest in these funds you could lose some or all of the money you invest.

As we adapted to living with Covid-19 and economies 
recovered, corporate confidence climbed. This was reflected 
in corporate activity and shareholder returns. 2021 was a 
record year for mergers and acquisitions (M&A) with over $5.8 
trillion of transactions announced8. The environment for M&A 
remains supportive and the strategic logic – scale, technology 
and competition - will continue to motivate companies to do 
deals. Amid the uncertainty of the pandemic, many companies 
reined in shareholder returns but by the third quarter of 
last year, US based companies had announced record levels 
of share buybacks, with over $870 billion of repurchases9.
Growing confidence was also reflected in dividend payments, 
which for the S&P500 index hit a new high in the third quarter9. 
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Reasons to Remain  
Positive on Equities
 • Company valuations – price-to-earnings ratios are currently above the 

long-term historical average of 16x (see Figure 1) and pockets of the 
equity market are certainly on very high multiples. As corporate earnings 
continue to recover and grow, valuations should return to average levels. 
With our focus on quality and value, our funds are trading at a discount to 
the overall market.

 • Inflation hedge – inflation will remain in focus in 2022 and while it’s 
undeniably a negative for bonds, moderate inflation is good for equities. 
Absent a sudden spike in bond yields (bond prices fall), stocks can 
continue to make progress. 

 • Investment and innovation - will drive companies forward as they compete 
for market share and focus on growing their sales and earnings, while also 
returning cash to shareholders through dividends and share buybacks. 

At 4.5%, global economic growth is forecast to be above trend in 20223 as the 
world continues to recover from the pandemic. This is positive for corporate 
earnings although growth will normalise after last year’s jump.

We are optimistic that equities will deliver solid returns over the next 
few years albeit not as high as recently and, as ever, there will be ups and 
downs for the market. Our funds focus on high quality stocks with strong 
performance track records and solid balance sheets – companies that thrive 
in the good times and can survive when the going gets tough. 

Funds Outlook 

Equities

Global Price Earnings Ratio
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Figure 1: 

Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance. 

For the most up to date fund performance, please click on fundcentre.privatebanking.com
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Our Multi-Asset Funds are single funds that 
invest in multiple specialist funds across 
a broad range of asset classes including 
equities, bonds, alternatives, property, 
private equity and cash. Launched in 2004, 
the “Private Banking Investment Selection” 
(“PBIS”) Multi Asset Funds have been a core 
component of our private client portfolios. In 
2019 we merged the PBIS range of multi asset 
funds under the iFunds brand, with the same 
investment team continuing to manage the 
funds as before as part of a larger investment 
team at Bank of Ireland Investment Markets. 
Three of these PBIS funds, formerly known as: 
Conservative, Balanced, and Dynamic are now 
known respectively as iFunds 3 Alpha, iFunds 
4 Alpha and iFunds 5 Alpha.

Tom Baragry, Portfolio Manager, discusses the 
performance and fund positioning for the iFunds 
Alpha range.

Tom Baragry 
Portfolio Manager

Funds 
Review 
2021

Multi-Asset

Multi-Asset Funds Review 2021

2021 Performance 
Review 
 • Equities delivered the best returns in 2021 

and in particular those component funds with 
allocations to US equities (SSGA US Index Fund 
and SSGA World Index Fund) and those with a 
value tilt (Global Fundamentals and Hermes Asia) 
performed best. 

 • In contrast, funds focused on Emerging Markets 
and Japan struggled. 

 • Alternatives, private equity and property funds all 
delivered positive returns. 

 • Bond component funds struggled due to rising 
inflation but our strategy of having a diverse range 
of bond funds enabled us to keep losses low.

Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance. 
Warning: The value of your investment may go down as well as up. You may get back less than you invest.
Warning: These funds may be affected by changes in currency exchange rates.
Warning: If you invest in these funds you could lose some or all of the money you invest.
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Figure 2: 

Source: Bank of Ireland Investment Markets and Longboat Analytics. Performance as at 01.01.2022 is quoted gross of tax and charges. Note: All three funds 
rebased to 100 at 29.07.2010 which was starting date of iFunds 3 Alpha. PBIS Conservative Fund renamed iFunds 3 Alpha, PBIS Balanced Fund renamed 
iFunds 4 Alpha and PBIS Dynamic Fund renamed iFunds 5 Alpha as of 5th July 2019.

  Returns 2004-2021

Source:  
Bank of Ireland 
Investment 
Markets, 
January 2022.

SSGA US Equity

SSGA World Equity

Hermes European Equity

Global Fundamentals Fund

Hermes Asia Equity

Fidelity Emerging Markets

T Rowe Price Japan Equity

JP Morgan Macro Opportunities

Ramius Merger Arbitrage

Fulcrum Diversified Absolute Return Fund

GMO Global Real Return

Aviva Multi-Strategy Target Return

UBS Currency Fund

KKR Private Equity

European Real Estate Fund

M&G Short Dated Bond

SSGAEuro Corporate Bond

PIMCO Diversified Income Bond

PIMCO Global Bond

Equities

Bonds

Alternatives

Property

Private Equity

36.4%

31.0%

29.1%

27.2%

15.8%
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Figure 3: 2021 Component Fund Returns (as at 01.01.2022)
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 • We started 2021 with equity allocations of 32%, 55% and 
76% in the three iFunds Alpha funds respectively. As the 
year progressed and equity markets continued to go higher, 
the equity weighting in our funds increased. We started to 
trim back the equity weights. By year end 2021, the equity 
weights were 31%, 51% and 71%, respectively. 

 • Proceeds of the equity sales were recycled into alternatives 
as we sought to keep some market exposure but limit the 
downside if markets corrected.

 • In the bond component of the funds we changed one of 
the fund managers and component fund in September. 
This was part of our strategy to try protect against possible 
rising bond yields (bond prices falling) as and when global 
Central Banks eventually start to reduce their purchases of 
government bonds.

Fund Positioning

 Returns (as at 01.01.2022)

Source: Bank of Ireland Investment Markets and Bank of Ireland Life. 
Performance as at 01.01.2022 of each fund is quoted gross of tax and charges.

2021 3 Years p.a. 5 Years p.a.

+9.2% +7.9% +4.9%

+14.9% +12.1% +7.8%

55 +20.9% +16.2% +10.4%

Global Equity +27.0% +21.0% +13.3%

Figure 4: 

Those funds with a higher equity weighting such as iFunds 5 Alpha and 
the Global Equity Fund saw the biggest gains in 2021. However, it was 
notable that as the year progressed, returns started to drop. Q1 was 
the best quarter for most funds while Q3 was the weakest. Therefore 
while we continue to be positive on the outlook for markets, we believe 
returns in 2022 will be more modest.

Multi-Asset Funds Review 2021

Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance. 

 • We made three fund manager changes over 2021: 

1. In February, we replaced the Lazard Emerging Markets 
Fund with the Fidelity Emerging Markets Focus Fund.  
Fidelity International, the fund manager, has an excellent 
track record and impressed the team with their idea 
generation, risk management and prudent approach to 
portfolio construction.

2. In September we replaced the SSGA Euro Government 
Index Bond Fund with the M&G Short Dated Corporate 
Bond Fund.  
This fund was selected to reduce cash exposure and 
to add a new source of return. This new fund provides 
a higher-yielding alternative to cash. It also has less 
exposure to possible rises in interest rates when 
compared to other bond funds with greater longer dated 
bond exposure. 

3. Finally, in November we replaced the Aviva Target 
Return Fund with the Acadian Systematic Macro Fund. 
This new fund has been added for two key reasons:  
1. Source of return - We believe this new fund is likely to 
outperform cash over the medium to long-term and will 
add to overall returns for the range.  
2. Component fund diversification – the new fund aims 
to achieve its return in very different ways to existing 
component funds. On this basis, we believe the fund will 
add returns without materially increasing risk.

Fund Positioning (cont.)

   Asset Allocations (as at 31.12.2021)

Source: Bank of Ireland Investment Markets and Longboat Analytics, January 2022.

Equities Property Private 
Equity Alternatives Bonds Cash

31% 3% 2% 21% 30% 13%

51% 4% 3% 16% 17% 9%

55 71% 4% 3% 11% 6% 5%

Global Equity 99% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1%

Figure 5: 

For the most up to date fund performance, please click on fundcentre.privatebanking.com
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Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance. 
Warning: The value of your investment may go down as well as up. You may get back less than you invest.
Warning: These funds may be affected by changes in currency exchange rates.
Warning: If you invest in these funds you could lose some or all of the money you invest.

PRIME
funds

The PRIME Funds range (PRIME) offers 
investors a unique solution to help them 
achieve their medium to long-term 
investment goals. PRIME 3, 4, 5 and Equities 
have been designed for investors who seek 
returns in line with their risk appetite – from 
low/medium risk right up to full equity market 
risk.  The three key elements of PRIME is that 
the funds adopt a predominantly passive 
approach, are well diversified across or within 
asset classes and are risk managed11. 

Multi-Asset Approach 
 
PRIME 3, 4 and 5 adopt a multi-asset approach 
and offer investors the diversification and 
return potential that can come from exposure 
to a range of asset class. By dynamically 
and systematically reducing exposure to 

equities as equity volatility rises, the funds 
aim to reduce the impact of deeper market 
corrections that arise from time to time. 

Diversification – especially through 
government bonds and cash – can also help 
when markets hit a bump. PRIME Equities 
provides an all-equity exposure where 
conventional developed and Emerging Market 
stocks are complemented by allocations 
to multi-factor, Environmental, Social & 
Governance (ESG) and small-cap equities. 
Exposure to the different types of equities 
offers the potential for higher returns over 
time. While diversification within equities 
can also help to reduce some degree of 
concentration risk, equities are still equities: 
higher rewards associated with equity 
investment need to be seen in the context of 
higher risk.

Des Lawrence, Senior Investment Strategist, 
State Street Global Advisors provides an update 
on PRIME Funds.

Des Lawrence, 
Senior Investment 
Strategist, 
State Street Global 
Advisors

PRIME Funds Review 2021

11 PRIME Equities does not use 
a dynamic risk management 
approach to manage equity risk.

Funds 
Review 
2021

PRIME

 

 

 

 64.0% Risk Adjusted Equity 
Portfolio 

 50.0% Developed World Equities
 5.0% Emerging Market Equities
 4.5%  Multi-Factor Equities
 4.5% ESG Equities

	 12.0%	 Diversified	Alternatives
 8.0% Euro Corporate Bonds  
 8.0% Property 
 4.0% Euro Government Bondx 
 4.0% Investment Grade Bonds

Passive Investment Approach  
 
This is an investment approach that funds adopt with the aim of 
tracking a market index rather than relying on a fund manager to 
make active stock selection decisions. Passive investing aims to 
remove the risk that can come from an active manager choosing 
individual stocks to invest in. While PRIME Funds generally use 
passive underlying funds, it is important to note that the property 
exposure is actively managed (as is the nature of direct property 
investment funds). PRIME’s diversified alternatives exposure uses 
predominantly passive components but aims to deliver returns in 
excess of the fund’s aim. 

Risk Managed  
 
Many assets can suffer setbacks as markets move through 
different stages and while diversification can certainly help, it also 
has its limits. PRIME funds aim to deliver a more stable journey for 
investors by directly managing the risk that comes from exposure 
to global stock markets  (often the dominant risk in a portfolio) 
through the use of a dynamic risk adjustment mechanism, called 
Target Volatility Trigger (TVT).

PRIME 3 PRIME 4 PRIME 5 PRIME Equities

Figure 6: PRIME Funds’ Strategic Asset Allocation

 30.0% Risk Adjusted Equity 
Portfolio 

 25.0% Developed World Equities
 2.5% Multi-Factor Equities 
 2.5% ESG World Equities

 22.0% Euro Corporate Bonds
 15.0% Cash
	 15.0%	 Diversified	Alternatives
 8.0% Property
 5.0% Euro Government Bonds
 5.0% Investment Grade Bonds

Source: Bank of Ireland Life. The splits shown represent the PRIME Funds strategic asset class allocations as at December 
2021. From time to time, the actual splits will differ on the basis of cash flow and dynamic risk adjustments. 

 82.0% Risk Adjusted Equity 
Portfolio 

 58.0%  Developed World Equities 
 9.0% Multi-Factor Equities 
 9.0% ESG Equities 
 6.0%  Emerging Market Equities

 10.0% Small-cap global Equities
 8.0% Property

 63.0% Developed World Equities
 11.0% Small-cap global Equities
 10.0% ESG World Equities
 10.0% Multi-Factor Equities 
 6.0% Emerging Market Equities
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How Does the Target Volatility Trigger (TVT) Work?
Each PRIME Fund has a set strategic level of exposure to 
different asset classes (shown in the previous pie charts). 
However, in times of rising market volatility the equity 
exposure can be reduced. This is managed by State Street 
Global Advisors (SSGA) PRIME Funds’ investment manager. 
Every day SSGA review a forecast of market volatility and as 
this forecast level rises above a set target level the equity 
exposure is automatically reduced. As volatility in markets 
falls, SSGA progressively increase the equity exposure. This is 
SSGA’s Target Volatility Trigger (TVT). This is applied in PRIME 
3, 4 and 5. 

For developed market equities the trigger is set at 12% while 
the trigger for Emerging Markets is set at 16%. SSGA maintains 
a reduced equity exposure in the funds as long as the volatility 
forecast is above those trigger levels. 

A simple example is to think of a scenario where forecast 
volatility for developed markets goes from 12% to 24%. SSGA 
would target half the strategic equity exposure with the 
aim of reducing the volatility from equities back to 12%. The 
mechanism incorporates a previously set minimum equity 
exposure of 40% of PRIME 3, 4 and 5’s strategic equity weight. 
For medium to long-term investors this floor can help ensure 
investors retain some equity exposure at all times and are 
therefore better positioned when markets recover.

PRIME Equities is an equity only fund and there is no 
automated risk management within the fund. For 
diversification and to manage risk, PRIME Equities’ equity 
exposure is spread across developed world, multifactor, 
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG), Emerging 
Markets and small-cap equities. 

PRIME Funds Review 2021

Source: Longboat Analytics. Performance of PRIME Funds Series 12 as at 01.01.2022 is quoted gross of tax and net of charges. 

5-Year 
Cumulative 
Return (%)

5-Year  
Annualised 
Return (%)

5-Year 
Annualised 
Volatility (%)

PRIME 3 20.2% 3.8% 4.8%

PRIME 4 38.8% 6.8% 8.7%

PRIME 5 50.7% 8.5% 11.9%

PRIME Equities 76.3% 12.0% 15.4%

Figure 7: PRIME Funds Performance (as at 01.01.2022)

Since inception, PRIME 3 has returned 25.8%, PRIME 4; 50.5%, PRIME 5; 68.7% 
and PRIME Equities 99.2%. On an annualised basis, that equates to 4.1% per 
annum (p.a.), 7.5% p.a., 9.7% p.a. and 13.0% p.a., respectively.

Performance

Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future 
performance. 

For each PRIME Fund, exposure to asset classes is in line with the risk profile of the 
fund (see Figure 6 for detail). For example, PRIME 3 has a lower exposure to higher 
risk assets such as equities and a greater exposure to lower risk diversifying assets 
such as bonds whereas PRIME Equities has 100% equity exposure. The exposures 
aim to generate attractive and appropriate returns for each fund’s risk category. 
A relatively generous allocation to equities helps provide solid returns over time 
but equity exposure also tends to be the dominant driver of risk. That relatively 
generous equity exposure is therefore reduced when markets get more volatile. As 
previously explained, the systematic risk management technique (TVT) that adapts 
equity exposure to the prevailing risk environment, helps maintain risk at the 
appropriate level for PRIME 3, 4 and 5. 

For example, lingering market volatility meant that TVT was active at the start of 
2021. However as developed markets stabilised, PRIME funds moved towards full 
exposure to equities (in line with set levels) early in the second quarter. Investors 
therefore benefitted from the rising global stock market over the remainder of the 
year and the funds delivered strong gains while still managing risk. 

Exposure to diversified alternatives also made a strong contribution to 
performance. Bonds generally faced headwinds as a risk-on spirit gained traction. 
However, bond exposure remains an important lower-risk diversification pillar. 
Overall this risk-managed approach combined with appropriate diversification 
has served investors well in achieving the strong returns in 2021 and successfully 
navigating uncertain times.

PRIME Funds are reviewed on an annual basis. In 2021, two key changes were 
made. 

1. PRIME 3 - a 14% allocation to short-dated EMU government bonds in PRIME 
3 was moved into short-dated euro corporate bonds. While bonds are an 
important diversifier, the negative-yielding and low return bond environment 
was causing a small but persistent performance drag on the fund. By switching 
from government to corporate bonds, the impact of negative yields (falling 
bond prices) is significantly reduced in exchange for a modest reduction in 
diversification potential. 

2. Across all PRIME Funds, the allocation to the State Street Multi-Factor Global 
ESG Equity Fund was halved. This passive fund achieves exposure to equities 
through exposure to certain factors such as value, quality, lower volatility and 
size. The fund complements the other equity exposures in the PRIME range. 
This is a good example of us reassessing the merits and attributes of the 
individual components of PRIME funds, and adjusting if appropriate. In order 
to maintain the ESG equity exposure the proceeds from the reduced multi-
factor fund exposure have been invested in the State Street World ESG Equity 
Index Fund, which is also new to PRIME. 

Asset Allocation

2021 Changes to PRIME Funds
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Incorporating ESG considerations into investment solutions is a growing 
priority for many investors. Whether driven by regulation, investment 
beliefs or values, investors are increasingly asking how their indexed (or 
passive) investments can adapt to these new developments.

ESG adoption has also been driven by initiatives like the Principles for 
Responsible Investment (PRI), a United Nations-supported international 
network of investors working to improve responsible investment 
practices. The UN PRI have awarded State Street Global Advisors the 
highest possible A+ rating for their firmwide strategy and governance of 
ESG investments12.

With the exception of the small cap equity exposure in PRIME 5 and 
PRIME Equities, screens are applied to all of the equity funds in PRIME. 
These exclude UN Global Compact violators and those associated 
with the production of controversial weapons. The State Street Euro 
Corporate Bond ESG Screened Index Fund, a component fund of PRIME, 
also applies these screens. 

In addition to applying exclusions, investors can influence the 
behaviour of the companies they invest in by engaging with company 
boards and management teams, and/or by voting on shareholder 
and management proposals. This can actively influence a company’s 
long-term strategy and behaviour on a range of ESG issues; this is 
called asset stewardship. SSGA has 20 members in the dedicated ESG 
and Asset Stewardship teams who devote 100% of their time to ESG or 
Asset Stewardship. 

ESG & PRIME Funds

“ Incorporating ESG 
considerations into 
investment solutions 
is a growing priority for 
many investors. ”

12 In 2005, the United Nations established a body that developed the 
Principles for Responsible Investing (“PRI”). It provides an independent 
assessment of, and rating of fund managers against Environmental Social 
and Governance benchmarks. 

PRIME Funds Review 2021

For the most up to date fund performance, please click on fundcentre.privatebanking.com
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Alan Casey 
Investment 
Manager

Fund Range 
Review 
2021

Sentinel

Our multi-asset Sentinel Fund Range (the 
Sentinel Fund and the Sentinel II Fund) 
performed strongly in 2021. The Sentinel Fund 
(Sentinel) provided a return of 6.2% while 
Sentinel II returned 6.4% in 2021.  
Source: Longboat Analytics. Performance of the 
Sentinel Fund Range Series 12 as at 01.01.2022 is 
quoted gross of tax and net of charges. 

Perhaps the most pleasing aspect of 
these returns is that while they have 
been rewarding, they were achieved with 
significantly reduced risks to investors. 
Sentinel has done what we had hoped it 
would do during 2021. 

Sentinel accessed the Growth components 
(equities and property) of the fund when it 
was safe and appropriate during the year 
and was rewarded for doing so. However, 
2021 was not without its hiccups. When 
periods of higher market volatility and higher 
risk occurred - for example in February, 
September and November - the risk 
management feature kicked in and worked 
well by moving to the more defensive and 
secure components (bonds, alternatives and 
cash) of the fund. All of this, with the added 
comfort underpinning Sentinel - it provides 
85% protection of the highest fund value13 

(before fees and charges are deducted). 

Alan Casey, Portfolio Manager, 
discusses the 2021 performance of 
the Sentinel Fund Range.

Sentinel Funds Review 2021

13 The protection is provided by Bank of Ireland under a contract with Bank of Ireland Life. While it affords no greater 
protection or greater risk to investors as both are separate legal entities, Bank of Ireland and New Ireland Assurance 
Company plc which trades under the name Bank of Ireland Life are both members of the Bank of Ireland Group. 

Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance. 
Warning: The value of your investment may go down as well as up. You may get back less than you invest.
Warning: These funds may be affected by changes in currency exchange rates.
Warning: If you invest in these funds you could lose some or all of the money you invest.

Sentinel automatically monitors the volatility associated with the fund and sets its 
exposure to the riskier and lower risk assets (as mentioned above) as appropriate 
and in line with the aim of the funds. This feature allows the fund to be both 
dynamic and protective. The table below shows how Sentinel’s exposure to growth 
and lower risk assets changed over the year and shows the ability of the fund to 
act quickly in times of heightened risk.

How Exposure to Assets Has  
Changed Over Time

Asset Class 01.01.21 30.06.21 01.11.21 30.11.21 31.12.21

Growth assets 31% 46% 52% 36% 21%

Lower Risk 
Assets 69% 54% 48% 23% 79%

Cash 0% 0% 0% 41% 0%

“ When periods of higher market 
volatility and higher risk occurred 
- for example in February, 
September and November 2021 
- the risk management feature 
kicked in and worked well by 
moving to the more defensive 
and secure components ”

Figure 8: Asset allocation as at 31.12.2021

Source: Bank of Ireland Investment Markets, January 2022.
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Fund value and protected value
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Figure 9: How the fund and protected values have moved 

Source: Bank of Ireland Investment Markets, January 2022.

The Sentinel Fund Range provides protection of 85% of the 
fund’s highest value (before fees and charges are deducted). 
New investors start at a level of 85% of their initial investment. 
However, the ability of the fund to generate strong positive returns 
during 2021 has meant that some investors have seen the level of 
protection increase. The fund reached its highest value in mid-
November 2021 at which point the protected value increased to 
85% of this new highest value (see Figure 9). It is important to also 
understand that when the fund fell in value towards the end of 
November as a result of increased market volatility, the protected 
value did not fall. It remained at its previous highest point from 
mid-November 2021.

We enter 2022 happy in the knowledge that Sentinel has proven 
that it can protect investors by moving quickly to lower risk assets 
in times of higher market volatility. The funds have been able to 
take advantage of returns that were available from Growth assets 
in 2021 during periods of lower market volatility. We know that 
2022 may well bring further volatility in global stock markets, as 
per Kevin’s earlier comment  and the ability to generate the same 
level of returns as 2021 may well be more difficult. 

Protected Investing Fund Outlook

Sentinel Funds Review 2021

Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance. 
Warning: The value of your investment may go down as well as up. You may get back less than you invest.

For the most up to date fund performance, please click on fundcentre.privatebanking.com
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Alan Casey 
Investment 
Manager

Fund 
Review 
2021

Diversified Absolute Return

The Diversified Absolute Return Fund ended 
the year with a return of 2.6%, a reasonable 
return relative to the target of the fund. 
The performance was behind the European 
average over the year. A strong performance 
in the first half of the year provided the 
foundation for the fund’s 2021 return. 

Source: Bank of Ireland Investment Markets. 
Performance as at 01.01.2022 is quoted gross of tax 
and net of charges.

As at year end, the Diversified Absolute 
Return Fund is invested in seven different 
strategies and managers. In 2021, all but 
one of the fund’s strategies gained in value, 
only the currency strategy managed by UBS 
produced a negative return. 

It was a year of two halves for Liquid 
Alternatives in 2021. The asset class 
performed well up to the summer months 
amid a backdrop of economic re-openings, 
fiscal stimulus commitments, bullish 
economic data, robust earnings, and an ever-
increasing vaccination campaign to combat 
the pandemic. In the second half of the year 
inflationary pressures and the spread of the 
Delta variant of Covid-19 caused uncertainty 
and a reversal of trends that made it a 
challenging trading environment. See Kevin’s 
earlier comments for more detail.

Alan Casey, Portfolio Manager, updates 
you on the 2021 performance of the 
Diversified Absolute Return Fund.

Diversified Absolute Return Fund Review 2021

Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance. 
Warning: The value of your investment may go down as well as up. You may get back less than you invest.
Warning: This fund may be affected by changes in currency exchange rates.
Warning: If you invest in this fund you could lose some or all of the money you invest.

 • The allocation to Aviva was reduced steadily during the year before 
being removed in November. Slight increases in allocations were 
made to both JP Morgan and Fulcrum strategies. More significant 
allocations were made to Merian and Acadian strategies. 

 • As mentioned, a decision was made in November to exit tthe 
Aviva strategy. An allocation was made to a new strategy managed 
by Acadian Asset Management, a global, systematic investment 
manager headquartered in Boston. Acadian adopts a systematic 
multi-factor approach to investing, using mathematical and statistical 
modelling to understand investment markets and to identify 
forward-looking investment opportunities. 

The exposures to different strategies as at 31 December 2021 are shown 
below in Figure 10. 

Fund Manager Allocations

2021 Fund Changes

Manager Allocation

JPMorgan Global 
Macro Opportunities 

Fund, 19%  

Fulcrum 
Diversified Fund, 

19% 

GMO Real 
Return Fund, 

18% 

Merian 
GEAR Fund, 

14% 

Acadian Systematic 
Macro Fund, 

10%  

RAMIUS Merger 
Arbitrage Fund, 

12% 

UBS
CARS,

6%

Cash,
2%

Source: Bank of Ireland Investment Markets, January 2022.

Figure 10: Fund Manager Allocations (as at 31.12.2021)
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Manager Performance
The best performing strategy in 2021 was from Merian. The strategy ended the 
year with a return of 17.9% (see Figure 11 below). The strategy generated positive 
results from all five of its stock selection criteria, across all invested regions, 
and from both its Long and Short book. Positions in Consumer Discretionary, 
Industrials, IT and Financials generated the best returns. The fund also benefited 
from JP Morgan and Ramius, who both performed strongly during the year.

The biggest detractor from performance in 2021 was the UBS strategy. While the 
return for the year was disappointing, a very poor month in October due to long 
positions held in Japanese yen and Brazilian real in particular, was followed by a 
much stronger November and December.

The defensive characteristics of the Diversified Absolute Return Fund, as well 
as its low correlation to traditional asset classes, could prove beneficial to multi 
asset portfolios in 2022. With these attributes, the fund can be an important 
diversification tool across client portfolios.

Fund Outlook

Diversified Absolute Return Fund Review 2021

Source: Bank of Ireland Investment Markets, January 2022.

-5% 0% 5% 10% 15% 20%

Aviva

Fulcrum

GMO

JPMorgan

Merian

Ramius

UBS

Q4 2021 2021

Figure 11: 2021 Manager Performance (as at 01.01.2022)

Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance.

For the most up to date fund performance, please click on fundcentre.privatebanking.com
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European Real Estate Fund (EREF) Review 2021

Alan Casey 
Investment 
Manager

Fund 
Review 
2021

European Real Estate 

The European Real Estate Fund 
(EREF) is a diversified, well managed, 
core real estate portfolio. The fund 
consists of almost 90 assets across 
12 different European countries 
with exposure to high quality office, 
logistics, retail and residential 
portfolios.

The Real Estate Fund is a Fund of 
Funds invested in CBRE and Tishman 
Speyer (TSEC) European Core Funds. 
CBRE’s share of EREF is 78% while 
TSEC makes up 14% & Cash is 8%.

Source: Bank of Ireland Investment 
Markets, January 2022.

Alan Casey, Portfolio 
Manager, provides you 
with an insight into 
the performance of the 
European Real Estate 
Fund in 2021.

Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future 
performance. 
Warning: The value of your investment may go down as well as up. You 
may get back less than you invest.
Warning: This fund may be affected by changes in currency exchange 
rates.
Warning: If you invest in this fund you could lose some or all of the 
money you invest.

EREF Performance

Cash
8%

Office
34%

Retail
20%

Logistics
25%

Residential
13%

Sector Split

Figure 12:

EREF Manager Performance

Source: Longboat Analytics. Performance as at 01.01.2022 is quoted 
gross of tax and net of charges.

Source: CBRE Pan European Core Fund Annual Meeting November 2021, Q3 
2021 Flash Update & Tishman Speyer European Core Fund Third Quarter 
2021 Update.

Source: CBRE Pan European Core Fund Annual Meeting 
November 2021 & Tishman Speyer European Core Fund 
Third Quarter 2021 Update.

(as at 31 December 2021)

1 Month 3 Months 1 Year

European Real 
Estate Fund

0.7% 1.4% 4.8%

CBRE TSEC

Q3 2021 YTD Q3 2021 YTD

Capital Return 0.5% 1.5% 3.4% 7.5%

Income Return 0.6% 1.8% 1% 2.7%

Total Return 1.1% 3.3% 4.4% 10.2%

2021 Review

Figure 13: 

EREF Holdings by 
Property Type

Figure 14: EREF Sector Split 

(as at 30.09.2021)

(as at 01.01.2022)

A feature of the fund in 2021, as Europe emerged from lockdown and 
economies reopened, was its ability to generate a stable income flow 
from assets while also achieving capital appreciation. The fund has an 
occupancy level of 95% and rental collections have remained impressively 
high from a well-diversified portfolio.

The underlying funds were busy in 2021 with 12 new acquisitions and many 
more projects in the pipeline. The asset focus in 2021 was very much tilted 
towards logistics and residential assets while allocations to office and retail 
assets decreased. In 2022, we continue to expect to see further embedded 
value from the logistics and residential sectors.

Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance.
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European Real Estate Fund (EREF) Review 2021

Environment, Social &  
Governance (ESG)
ESG continues to be an important focus for the fund 
with both managers embedding Environmental, 
Social and Governance factors into their investment 
approach. They believe this approach will enhance 
performance and ensure that assets remain resilient 
today and into the future. Testament to the fund 
managers’ ESG principles, both Tishman Speyer 
and CBRE were awarded a 5 star GRESB (global ESG 
benchmark for financial markets) score for 2021.

Fund Outlook
Looking ahead, we are confident that the quality 
of the portfolio and the fund managers’ continued 
asset management, acquisition, debt management 
and leasing activities will continue to drive returns 
for investors.

Source: CBRE Pan European Core Fund Annual Meeting 
November 2021 & Monthly Blog October 2021; Tishman 
Speyer European Core Fund Third Quarter 2021 Update.

Sample 
Properties Holborn | London

Junghof | Frankfurt

For the most up to date fund performance, please click on fundcentre.privatebanking.com

 
Q205 | Berlin

“ Testament to the 
fund managers’ 
ESG principles, both 
Tishman Speyer and 
CBRE were awarded  
a 5 star GRESB (global 
ESG benchmark for 
financial markets) 
score for 2021. ”
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Mark Caffrey 
Head of Non-
Life Investment 
Solutions

Investment Solutions

Investment Solutions:
Adopting a Solutions Mind-set to                    
    Address Today’s Investment Challenges

Investors have been well rewarded with another year of strong 
gains in 2021 (global equities +27.5% at December)14. The “risk on” 
trade continued to deliver for investors in 2021 despite challenges 
in the form of new waves of Covid-19 infection globally, supply chain 
disruptions, Chinese property woes and the beginnings of Central Bank 
tightening.

The current environment poses many challenges for investors. 
Fear of Missing Out (“FOMO”) is a strong motivator to stay invested 
particularly when returns from cash deposits are non-existent and 
Government bonds offer such poor value. In assessing where to 
allocate capital in the current environment, George Soros’s advice 
above is wise.

“ It’s not whether you’re right or 
wrong that’s important, but how 
much money you make when 
you’re right and how much you 
lose when you’re wrong. 
- George Soros ”

14 Bloomberg, 04.01.2021.

Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance.

We aim to bring a solutions mind-set to our investment 
propositions whereby the level of market movement, or even the 
direction of that movement, becomes less important as drivers 
of return than the ability to create investment solutions that work 
across multiple possible market environments. This is a key tenet 
of our Index Linked Securities product set where we aim to create 
products capable of delivering strong returns in rising, flat, or even 
negative markets. The ability to change the range of outcomes 
facing investors in this manner is a key benefit these products 
can bring to an investor’s portfolio. An example of this is the new 
Defensive Plus product we launched this year. This product has 
the objective of delivering returns in both positive and negatively 
trending markets in defined circumstances (see section on 
Structured Products on page 41 for more details).

A key element of the Index Linked Securities we create is the so-
called “soft capital protection barrier”. This is typically set at 60% 
in the products we are currently creating meaning that investors’ 
capital is at risk only if the underlying investment strategy has 
fallen below 60% of its starting level at maturity, usually 10 years 
(i.e. a fall of more than 40% in the underling investment is required 
before capital is at risk). Losses of this magnitude can, and do, of 
course, happen. All investment products require risk to be taken 
to generate their returns. The challenge from a solutions design 
perspective is to generate appropriate levels of potential return for 
the level of risk taken. 

Our Index Linked Securities products are designed to produce 
attractive returns without a requirement for significant market 
growth. Our defensive versions of these products are designed to 
generate positive returns even when the underlying investment 
may have fallen in value. There are great examples of how this 
delivered for investors in 2021 in the detailed Structured Product 
review that follows on page 41. 

What may not be as well-known is how these products generate 
their returns. A substantial element of the return is delivered 
through the use of options. Options are financial instruments that 
give their holders the right to buy (call) or sell (put) an underling 
asset (eg index) at a specified price and date in the future. Both our 
defensive and non-defensive products use call and put options to 
provide the defined potential returns and soft capital protection 
features. Each product generates income (“premium”) from the 

Structured Solutions
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Investment Solutions

sale of so called “knock-in put” options embedded in the structure. These options are triggered 
only if the underlying index level falls below a certain level, e.g. 60% in the case of our current 
products. This premium, in turn, is used to finance the purchase of extra call options which drive 
the potential returns available in these products. 

Interestingly, Warren Buffet, one of history’s greatest value investors has written extensively 
on the sale of put options on equity indices as one of the drivers of Berkshire Hathaway’s share 
performance. In summary, Warren Buffet contends that the way put options are priced creates 
a great investment opportunity. Buffet’s case is that option pricing models disproportionately 
rewards sellers of put options. His contention is that the retained earnings of the companies in the 
relevant index will be a significant factor in pushing index levels higher in the long run. The longer 
the time horizon the more this becomes evident. In the 20th Century, for example, the Dow Jones 
Industrial Average increased by about 175 fold, mainly because of this retained earnings factor. 

Whether the market is mis-pricing put options or not is not the key point here – which is that 
the structured product solutions we are designing take advantage of factors other than a 
requirement for continually rising markets to deliver potentially attractive returns for investors. 
They can therefore provide the potential for attractive returns in many different market scenarios 
(including falling markets). The ability to earn strong positive potential returns in such market 
conditions can also add an element of inflation protection into portfolios. 

We will further add to our structured solutions with the introduction of new global investment 
fund opportunities within our Index Linked Securities line-up in 2022. Adding managed funds 
into the product line will deliver exposure to strong performing companies on a global basis. In 
addition, the stock selection process for inclusion will include ESG quality criteria in addition to 
strong financial quality filters. These criteria should enable attractive potential returns together 
with demonstrating strong resilience – important factors in long term investing in today’s market. 

The ability to change the magnitude of risk and return facing an investor through structured 
products also offers the possibility of investment into higher return thematic strategies with the 
benefit of some protection against the risk of such investment strategies. These can offer the 
ability to generate higher returns than those available from broader benchmark indices such as 
the EURO STOXX 50® index. Such opportunities exist in a number of disruptive technologies in 
sectors such as Digital Payments, Robotics and Artificial Intelligence, Electric Vehicles and Cyber 
Security for example. 

Rapid innovation in themes such as these will see new winners emerge with the potential to 
disrupt and re-shape the way we interact with each other, the environment around us and the way 
we pay for the things we want. Accessing investment themes such as these through structured 
products offers the potential for strong returns whilst, at the same time, providing protection 
against some level of market falls and removing the need to take “out-sized” bets on any individual 
stock being a winner. 

We will continue to provide you with structured solutions that strike the right balance of risk and 
reward and that can perform in multiple market environments and look forward to keeping you 
appraised of these developments through your Private Client Manager.

In addition to “re-packaging” the risk-reward 
ratio for investors through structured 
solutions, we spend a lot of time seeking out 
new and differentiated sources of return for 
our investors. We believe that Private Market 
investments continue to provide access to 
an attractive “illiquidity premium” for those 
investors willing to “lock away” their investment 
for the longer term in pursuit of higher returns. 
Due to the unique set of risks that attach to 
Private Markets Investments they are offered to 
Qualified Investors only. These risks can include 
illiquidity and potential funding obligations that 
do not come from public market investments. 
Your Private Client Manager will be able 
to advise you of the implications of this 
designation.

Private Market strategies include private equity, 
private credit, infrastructure, natural resources 
and real estate. Importantly they provide 
differentiated sources of return which, when 
added to a portfolio, add strong diversification 
benefits. The differentiated sources of return 
can also add new sources of inflation protection 
into portfolios. For example infrastructure 
projects frequently have high barriers to entry, 
often containing index linked pricing structures. 

Our preferred approach to Private Markets 
investment is to do so through regulated fund 
structures with high levels of diversification. 
Private Markets investment is a hard to access 
asset class and is frequently associated with 
periodic capital calls on investors to fund 
investment opportunities as they arise. This can 
be burdensome and management of cash flows 
and tax liabilities challenging. Our solutions 
driven approach to Private Markets investment 
overcomes these challenges and has delivered 
real value for investors this year as detailed.

Private Markets  
Solutions
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KKR Diversified Private Markets Fund (“DPMF”)
2021 has been a strong year with the fund value up 22.3% 
inception to date (to end Q3 2021). The portfolio is now fully 
committed with all ten targeted commitments completed. 
The portfolio is well diversified and has proven to be resilient 
across markets and strategies. The private asset portfolio, 
notwithstanding it is still in its early stages is delivering strong 
returns despite the J-curve impact early in a Private Markets 
fund’s life and the turbulent conditions brought about by the 
pandemic. 63% of committed capital is invested in private 
assets at the time of writing and the Prisma liquid funds 
solution has continued to provide stable low single-digit 
returns on undrawn capital (in line with expectations).

The thoughtful approach to the design of the DPMF is now 
manifesting itself in the strong performance witnessed in 
2021. Key drivers of return in the year to Q3 were mark ups in 
Next Generation Technology Growth Fund II (+282.65% since 
inception), KKR European Fund V (+250.95%), Private Credit 
Opportunities Partners II (+14.02%), Prisma Alternative Liquid 
Solutions Fund (+8.46%) and Ramky Enviro Engineers Ltd 
(+45.69%).15

The DPMF includes investments in KKR’s flagship 
private equity, credit and real estate funds in addition to 
complementary co-investments where direct investments 
are made alongside KKR’s buy-out funds. The first co-
investment made by DPMF was its investment in Upfield. 

This was a carve-out of Unilever’s spreads business and 
DPMF’s investment was completed in July 2018, investing 
alongside KKR’s America’s Fund XII and European Fund IV. 
Since investing in 2018, its value has increased 73.33% to end 
Q3 2021. Upfield experienced a modest decline in value in 
Q3 2021, which is attributable to rising commodities prices 
which is causing some margin pressure on the business. 
KKR believe the impact here has stabilized and is likely to be 
short term and ultimately much of the cost increases in raw 
materials can be passed on through price increases over time. 
Notwithstanding this, the investment on a cumulative basis 
is generating strong performance with an overall mark of 
1.7x and 18% Internal Rate of Return (IRR) and pointing to the 
ability of the asset class to manage inflation risk in portfolios16. 
Since time of investment, the KKR team has worked closely 
with the company to put in place several transformative 
initiatives including installing a new management team, 
implementing systems upgrades and new product innovation 
such as Violife and Country Crock Plant Butter.

The Upfield case is a great example of how KKR’s investment 
approach and industry know-how adds real value to 
businesses globally. The KKR DPMF closed for investment 
in 2017. It is fully committed and with over two thirds now 
invested in private assets the foundations are in place for 
continued success into 2022. 

15 Bank of Ireland, with reference to KKR 07.12.2021
16 Bank of Ireland, with reference to KKR 07.12.2021

Source: KKR. 2021 performance to 30.09.2021. Performance is net of annual charges.

2021 2020 2019 2018 2017

KKR 17.7% -2.5% 6.3% 1.7% -1.5%

Figure 15: Calendar Performance

Investment Solutions

Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance.

Aberdeen Standard Global Private Markets Fund (“GPMF”)
The fund invests in five key private market asset classes. 
1. Private Equity - ranging from venture capital, companies 

that require capital for growth, management buyouts 
and turnaround capital.

2. Private Debt – ranging from senior loans to special 
situations financing. 

3. Value-Add Real Estate - investing in the development 
or improvement of property comprising of land and 
buildings. This includes: office buildings, retail shopping 
centres, industrial facilities, residential property, mixed 
use and special-purpose facilities.

4. Infrastructure - Examples include: roads, schools, 
hospitals, transportation assets, energy generation/
supply and communication assets.

5. Natural Resources – ranging from timber, agriculture and 
energy. 

2021 has been a very successful year for GPMF. The fund 
delivered 21% year to date (to September 30th)17. GPMF 
performance is ahead of the broad listed market and with 
lower volatility than equity markets generally. The fund’s 
return since inception is standing at 10.3% per annum in line 
with the 9% to 12% targeted at launch. 

A great example of how GPMF has successfully sourced 
opportunities in the Venture space is its investment in 

Stripe. Stripe is, of course, well known in Ireland having been 
founded in 2010 by Irish entrepreneur brothers John and 
Patrick Collison. Stripe provides Application Programming 
Interfaces (API’s) that web developers can use to integrate 
payment processing into their websites and mobile 
applications. Stripe employs around 300 staff in Dublin, which 
acts as its international headquarters. The US Venture fund 
within GPMF invested $130m into Stripe during its series G 
funding round which was valued at $35 billion. A subsequent 
funding round saw the company valuation increase to $95 
billion meaning the value of Stripe within the US venture fund 
rose to around $353 million (2.7x multiple). This valuation 
made Stripe the most valuable private company Silicon 
Valley has ever produced and a very good example of the 
opportunity set that GPMF can bring to portfolios. 

Navigating today’s uncertain markets requires, more than ever, a 
solutions driven approach to investing. Our structured and private 
market solutions can be part of the answer to creating enduring 
portfolios for the next decade. As ever you should discuss with 

your Private Client Manager whether they are suitable for you 
before investing. We are committed to bringing you fresh thinking 
and new opportunities and look forward to updating you through 
your Private Client Manager in 2022.

17 Aberdeen Standard Investments, October 2021

Source: ASI. 2021 performance to 30.09.2021. Performance is 
shown for I Acc EUR class, net of annual charges. 

2021 2020 2019

ASI GPMF 29.9% -3.7% 7.0%

Figure 16: Calendar Performance

Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance.
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Kerrianne Waldron 
Product 
Development 
Manager

Structured Products and Securities Review 2021

Investment Solutions:
Structured Product           
      Review For 2021

Structured solutions offer a valuable addition to an 
investor’s overall investment portfolio as they are well 
suited to investors who seek a diversifier within their 
overall portfolio while providing a level of protection 
against market falls. Typically, they are fixed 
term investments combining elements of capital 
protection and deriving their performance from an 
underlying reference asset (e.g. fund or an index).

Bank of Ireland has a long established track record in these 
investments (through index linked securities, insured fund solutions 
and structured deposits).

Index Linked Securities have been very popular with investors in 2021. 
Overleaf is a description of the key product features and a commentary 
on performance.

Index Linked Securities or “ILS” are capital-at-risk products 
that provide opportunities for pre-defined returns in 
a range of market conditions (e.g. rising markets, flat 
markets, or potentially falling markets) together with some 
level of capital protection. Their returns are linked to the 
performance of an underlying index (e.g. Eurostoxx 50 
Index) or fund. 

Our ILS products typically have opportunities to mature 
early or “kick out” with a defined return at various points 
throughout their lives. The kick out opportunities are 
dependent on the value of the underlying investment 
relative to pre-defined criteria at the Kick Out Dates. All our 
Kick Out securities benefit from so-called “barrier capital 
protection”. This protects investors from all but the most 
extreme market falls. For example – a 60% barrier would 
mean a client’s capital is protected if the market fell by 40% 
at maturity and there were no earlier kick outs. If however, 
the underlying index at maturity “breached” the barrier 
level of 60% no capital protection would apply and capital 
would be reduced by an amount equal to the fall in the 
index. The opportunity to generate potential returns well in 
excess of deposit rates and in a range of market conditions 
is a reason why many investors consider these products as 
part of their overall portfolio. 

The ILS mature early or “kick out” once they are above 
the required Kick Out Level at each observation date. At 
maturity they pay the maximum return once the index is at 
or above the required level, which will depend on the type 
of product ”shape” involved.

We currently offer four types of product shapes within 
our Index Linked Securities (“ILS”) range which all share 
the same capital-at-risk feature at maturity: 

1. Index Linked Securities – this is a product which 
provides a predefined return should it kick out at one 
of 16 observation dates or at the maturity date once 
the index is at or above the start level.

2. 
3. Accelerator Securities – these offer a combination of 

(i) potential predefined returns should they kick out at 
specified observation dates and (ii) an “accelerated” 
return expressed as a multiple of market growth 
over a defined level at maturity if no earlier kick out. 
If no early kick out, the potential payoff at maturity 
is usually a multiple of the percentage gain above a 
defined threshold, e.g. 70%, and usually subject to 
a cap. For example, a product may pay 4 times the 
actual gain above the kick out barrier (e.g. 70%) capped 
at 120%, such that at maturity the payout would be 
capital plus 120%, (i.e. 220%) if the index value at 
maturity was equal to or greater than its starting value, 
i.e. (100%-70%) x 4. Again, soft capital protection would 
apply at maturity.

4. 
5. Defensive Index Linked Securities – this provides a 

predefined return should it kick out at one of the 16 
observation dates once the index is at or above the 
start level. At maturity the defensive feature kicks in, 
and you earn the maximum return once the final index 
is above the capital protection barrier level, i.e. in this 
instance the maximum return can be earned even if 
the underlying index has fallen in value. A defensive 
product with a 60% barrier, and a defined potential 
annual return of 6%, for example, would return 160% 
(capital plus gain) even if the market has fallen by up 
to 40% at maturity. Soft capital protection applies 
such that any fall in index value below the barrier level 
would be reflected in the amount you receive, e.g. a fall 
in index value of 50% at maturity would result in a loss 
of 50%.

6. 
7. Defensive Plus Index Linked Securities – this is similar to 

the Defensive Index Linked Securities however the Kick 
Out level progressively reduces at each observation 
date by a defined amount to the capital protection 
barrier level at maturity. This increases the probability 
of early kick out versus a product where the kick out 
index level is equal to the opening index level. 

 
In 2022, we will be adding a further defensive shape within 
our ILS range ensuring product options for a range of 
market conditions.

What Type Of Index Linked Securities Do We Offer?

Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to  
future performance.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Why is the Term Important?
Our ILS products have a maximum term with the potential to kick out early from 
the 2nd anniversary and every 6 months thereafter. Over the years we have 
offered terms ranging from 6 to 10 years. In fact in recent years, the longer term is 
more popular as it provides you with more time to kick out and thus earn a return. 
For example there are 16 observation dates with the 10 year term in addition to 
the maturity date. 

Our modelling shows strong probabilities of product kick outs in the early years of 
a product’s life, although this of course is not guaranteed. For example in 2021, 20 
of our ILS products matured of which 10 kicked out after 2 years, 3 after 2.5 years, 
5 after 3 years, 1 after 3.5 years and 1 again after 4 years, see Figure 17. 

In 2021, the average return earned was nearly 18%, the maximum return earned 
was 22.4% where as the minimum return earned was 12%. The star of the show is 
Index-Linked Defensive Kick Out Securities - 10 Year Series 2 which matured after 
3.5 years providing a return of 22.4% even though the underlying, the Euro iStoxx 
Equal Weight Constant 50 Index only grew by 0.18% over the same period.  
Source: Bank of Ireland Investment Markets. Performance is quoted gross of tax and net of 
charges. 

One of the key features of the ILS range is that they have a memory feature. This is 
where the return continues to increase over the term without the condition to ‘kick 
out’ increasing, so the longer the term invested the higher the return. However, 
one must be mindful that there is always a risk that if the product never kicks out, 
the index could fall at maturity below the barrier level. In this scenario, you could 
suffer a capital loss.

Source: Bank of Ireland Investment Markets, January 2022.

Structured Products and Securities Review 2021
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Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance.

Figure 17: ILS Maturities in 2021

What has been the Impact  
of Covid-19?
As you may imagine, the value of the capital protection feature felt the 
heat in March 2020. In fact by the market low on 23rd March 2020, about 
1 in 5 of our products would have suffered a capital loss if they had to 
mature at that date.  As the markets recovered, the outlook for all our 
products improved and many matured. In fact as at 31st December 2021, 
based on current equity levels, none of our existing products would 
suffer a capital loss, if they were to mature now given their level of capital 
protection barriers. This is because they are above the required Kick Out 
level. In addition, most of these products have between 8 and 9.5 years 
left to run so even if markets were to fall again, there is time to potentially 
recover and kick out at a future observation date before maturity. 

What Happened in 2021?
2021 was the year of Kick Out as all of the ILS products that had an 
observation date in 2021 did in fact mature early. In fact 80% of those 
ILS products earned returns in the range of 12.8% and 22.4% while 
outperforming the index for the invested period. For the remaining 20% 
of those ILS products they paid out returns in the range of 12% to 13.20%. 

Of the 2021 kick outs, the average return paid out was 17.8% while the 
average term was 2.5 years.

In October 2021, we launched our first Defensive Plus Index Linked 
Securities. This offers a step down or progressively reducing Kick Out level 
at each observation date, reaching the capital protection barrier level at 
maturity. This product offers enhanced opportunities for Kick Outs with 
its reducing Kick Out Index Level while still sharing the same capital at risk 
feature of a normal Defensive ILS. Full details of this Defensive Plus Index 
Linked Securities along with all our active ILS products is contained in 
Figure 18.

In November 2021, we celebrated our ILS ESG range’s first birthday and 
what a year it has been -  we launched 18 tranches across 3 different ILS 
types on the Euronext Euro 50 ESG Equal Weight Decrement 50 Index. We 
expect ESG screening mechanisms to further feature in 2022 so keep an 
eye out for that! 

Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance.
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Auto-Callable Bonds
A first cousin of the ILS, is the Auto-Callable bond. This product range had 
some tremendous kick out results amongst the 2015 product-set which 
all matured this year. Three of the product maturities yielded returns of 
between 51% to 56% even though the Eurostoxx 50 index was only up by 
4-7% for the invested period.

Capital Protected / Partially 
Capital Protected Bonds
Unfortunately, not all products delivered strong returns in 2021. Our capital 
protected products had disappointing returns over the year. 

Our European Combination Bonds have now all matured returning clients 
their original capital with an additional return.  Series 1-7 invested across the 
Eurostoxx 50 index while Series 8-18 invested in the Eurostoxx Select Dividend 
30 Index. These products provided three elements during the term: 

1. Firstly, the fixed term deposit element returned a portion of the original 
capital along with a return ranging from 1.5% to 2.5%. 

2. The auto-call element returned a portion of the original capital along with 
a return ranging from 12% to 20%.  

3. Finally, the growth element returned the residual portion of the original 
capital along with a return ranging from 0% to 20%.  

The Protected Absolute Return Bond series generally has seen disappointing 
returns due to the poor performance of the underlying fund - the Jupiter 
Merian Global Equity Absolute Return Fund for the period involved. 

The Jupiter Merian Global Equity Absolute Return Fund had performed very 
well historically and in the initial stages of the investment, but the fund has not 
delivered over the term of the investment. The fund had a very difficult period 
from May 2018 to November 2020, falling almost 30% in that period.

1. A number of specific stock exposures underperformed. 

2. The fund’s exposure to value style equities (see Kevin’s review), which 
underperformed in 2021, hurt performance. 

The fund manager made a number improvements to the investment process 
during 2020 and made enhancements to existing building blocks as well as 
new stock selection methods to improve performance. While the fund has 
recovered since November 2020, particularly in the first six months of 2021, 
the investment is unlikely to deliver a positive return at maturity and is likely to 
pay out the capital protected amount of 95% of your original investment only.

 

Protected Growth Bonds
Our Protected Growth Bonds provide 100% capital 
protection and the potential return at maturity is linked to 
the performance of the underlying index. The first series 
which started in 2018 has growth of 23% whereas the 
residual three 2019 series offer growth of between 11% 
and 13%. These products do not mature until 2024 so 
there is time left for these investments to run.

Structured Products and Securities Review 2021

Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future 
performance.

Index Linked Securities Performance as at 31 December 2021 
(closed to new business)

Figure 18: 

Warning: If you cash in your investment before the maturity date you may lose some or all of the money you invest.
Warning: If you invest in these products you will not have any access to your money until the Maturity Date (noted above).
Warning: The value of your investment may go down as well as up. You may get back less than you invest.

Product 
Name Start Date Maturity 

Date
Opening 

Index Level

Index 
Performance 

since  
inception

Comment

Index-Linked 
Accelerator 

Securities - Series 1 

ISIN: XS1846554035

20/12/2019 20/12/2029
EURO iSTOXX 

EWC 50 
1146.98

2.33%

Potential Return: Subject to the index being at or above the kick out barrier.
3rd anniversary: 35%
7th anniversary: 80%
At Maturity Date: 4 times the actual gain above the kick out barrier capped at 120%, 
or 0% if the index is between the kick out barrier and the capital protection barrier.
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level falling to 70% at maturity.
Capital Protection Barrier: 60% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced 
if the index performance is below the barrier at maturity.

Index-Linked 
Defensive Kick Out 
Securities - 10 Year 

Series 15 

ISIN: XS1846553730

20/12/2019 20/12/2029
EURO iSTOXX 

EWC 50 
1146.98

2.33%

Potential Return: 10.4%	payable	at	2nd	anniversary.	Additional	2.6%	payable 
at each subsequent Kick Out date thereafter subject to the Index being at or above 
barrier.
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level which falls to 60% at maturity.
Capital Protection Barrier: 60% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced 
if the index performance is below the barrier at maturity.
Kick Out: From 2nd anniversary and at each subsequent six monthly Kick Out date 
thereafter if the index is above the interest barrier.

Index-Linked 
Defensive Kick Out 
Securities - 10 Year 

Series 16 

ISIN: XS1846552765

14/02/2020 14/02/2030
EURO iSTOXX 

EWC 50 
1159.8

1.20%

Potential Return:	10.68%	payable	at	2nd	anniversary.	Additional	2.67%	payable 
at each subsequent Kick Out date thereafter subject to the Index being at or above 
barrier.
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level which falls to 60% at maturity.
Capital Protection Barrier: 60% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced 
if the index performance is below the barrier at maturity.
Kick Out: From 2nd anniversary and at each subsequent six monthly Kick Out date 
thereafter if the index is above the interest barrier.

Index-Linked 
Accelerator 

Securities - Series 2 

ISIN: XS1846551361

28/02/2020 28/02/2030
EURO iSTOXX 

EWC 50 
1006.82

+16.57%

Potential Return: Subject to the index being at or above the kick out barrier.
3rd anniversary: 24%
7th anniversary: 70%
At Maturity Date: 4 times the actual gain above the kick out barrier capped at 120%, 
or 0% if the index is between the kick out barrier and the capital protection barrier.
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level falling to 70% at maturity.
Capital Protection Barrier: 60% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced if 
the index performance is below the barrier at maturity.

Index-Linked 
Defensive Kick  
Out Securities - 
World Series 1  

 
ISIN: XS1846552419

13/03/2020 13/03/2030

EURO iSTOXX 
World Top 200  
EWD 50 EUR  
Price Index 

938.98

+ 55.29%

Potential Return:	9%	payable	at	2nd	anniversary.	Additional	2.225%	payable	at	each	
subsequent Kick Out date thereafter subject to the Index being at or above barrier.
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level which falls to 60% at maturity.
Capital Protection Barrier: 60% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced if 
the index performance is below the barrier at maturity.
Kick Out: From 2nd anniversary and at each subsequent six monthly Kick Out date 
thereafter if the index is above the interest barrier.

Source: Bloomberg. The index performance shown is a reflection of the underlying index performance. It is not the realisable value of 
the investment. The return, if any, will only be determined at the maturity date of your investment. 
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Index Linked Securities Performance as at 31 December 2021 
(closed to new business)

Figure 18: 

Index Linked Securities Performance as at 31 December 2021 
(closed to new business)

Figure 18: 

Product 
Name

Start 
Date

Maturity 
Date

Opening 
Index 
Level

Index 
Performance 

since 
Inception

Comment

Index-Linked 
Accelerator 

Securities - Series 3 

ISIN: XS1846551288

09/04/2020 09/04/2030
EURO iSTOXX 

EWC 50 
856.71

+37.00%

Potential Return: Subject to the index being at or above the kick out barrier.
3rd anniversary: 24.1%
7th anniversary: 40%
At Maturity Date: 4 times the actual gain above the kick out barrier capped at 120%, 
or 0% if the index is between the kick out barrier and the capital protection barrier.
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level falling to 70% at maturity
Capital Protection Barrier: 60% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced if 
the index performance is below the barrier at maturity.

Index-Linked 
Defensive Kick Out 
Securities - 10 Year 

Series 17 

ISIN: XS1846550637

15/05/2020 15/05/2030
EURO iSTOXX 

EWC 50 
813.62

+44.26%

Potential Return:	20%	payable	at	2nd	anniversary.	Additional	5.0%	payable	at	each	
subsequent Kick Out date thereafter subject to the Index being at or above barrier.
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level which falls to 50% at maturity.
Capital Protection Barrier: 50% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced if 
the index performance is below the barrier at maturity.
Kick Out: From 2nd anniversary and at each subsequent six monthly Kick Out date 
thereafter if the index is above the interest barrier.

Index-Linked Kick 
Out Securities - 10 

Year Series 14

ISIN: XS1846551445

26/06/2020 26/06/2030
EURO iSTOXX  

EWC 50   
939.31

+24.95%

Potential Return: 18.0%	payable	at	2nd	anniversary.	Additional	4.5%	payable	at	
each subsequent Kick Out date thereafter subject to the Index being at or above 
barrier.
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level.
Capital Protection Barrier: 40% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced if 
the index performance is below the barrier at maturity.
Kick Out: From 2nd anniversary and at each subsequent six monthly Kick Out date 
thereafter if the index is above the interest barrier.

Index-Linked Kick 
Out Securities -  

10 Year Series 15 

ISIN: XS1846549977

14/08/2020 14/08/2030
EURO iSTOXX 

EWC 50 
965.82

+21.52%

Potential Return:	22.0%	payable	at	2nd	anniversary.	Additional	5.5%	payable	at	each	
subsequent Kick Out date thereafter subject to the Index being at or above barrier.
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level.
Capital Protection Barrier: 50% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced if 
the index performance is below the barrier at maturity.
Kick Out: From 2nd anniversary and at each subsequent six monthly Kick Out date 
thereafter if the index is above the interest barrier.

Index-Linked Kick 
Out Securities -  

10 Year Series 16 

ISIN: XS1846549548

18/09/2020 18/09/2030
EURO iSTOXX 

EWC 50 
950.71

+23.46%

Potential Return: 22.2%	payable	at	2nd	anniversary.	Additional	5.55%	payable	at	
each subsequent Kick Out date thereafter subject to the Index being at or above 
barrier.
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level.
Capital Protection Barrier: 50% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced if 
the index performance is below the barrier at maturity.
Kick Out: From 2nd anniversary and at each subsequent six monthly Kick Out date 
thereafter if the index is above the interest barrier.

Product 
Name

Start 
Date

Maturity 
Date

Opening 
Index 
Level

Index 
Performance 

since 
Inception

Comment

Index-Linked Kick 
Out Securities -  

10 Year Series 17

ISIN: XS1846549209

23/10/2020 23/10/2030
EURO iSTOXX  

EWC 50 
924.29

+26.98%

Potential Return:	21.20%	payable	at	2nd	anniversary.	Additional	5.30%	payable	at	
each subsequent Kick Out date thereafter subject to the Index being at or above 
barrier.
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level.
Capital Protection Barrier: 50% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced if 
the index performance is below the barrier at maturity.
Kick Out: From 2nd anniversary and at each subsequent six monthly Kick Out date 
thereafter if the index is above the interest barrier. 

Index Linked 
Defensive Kick  

Out Securities –  
ESG Investing  

10 Year Series 1 
 

ISIN: XS1846548656

20/11/2020 20/11/2030

 Euronext Euro 
50 ESG EW 

Decrement 50 
969.67 

+24.14%

Potential Return:	13.8%	payable	at	2nd	anniversary.	Additional	3.45%	payable	at	
each subsequent Kick Out date thereafter subject to Index being at or above barrier. 
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level which falls to 50% at maturity. 
Capital Protection Barrier: 50% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced if 
the index performance is below the barrier at maturity. 
Kick Out: From 2nd anniversary and at each subsequent six monthly Kick Out date 
thereafter if index is above the interest barrier.  

Index Linked 
Defensive Kick Out 

Securities – ESG 
Investing  

10 Year Series 2 
 

ISIN: XS1846547765

30/12/2020 30/12/2030

 Euronext Euro 
50 ESG EW 

Decrement 50 
988.55 

+21.77%

Potential Return: 10.04%	payable	at	2nd	anniversary.	Additional	2.51%	payable	at	
each subsequent Kick Out date thereafter subject to Index being at or above barrier. 
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level which falls to 50% at maturity. 
Capital Protection Barrier: 50% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced if 
the index performance is below the barrier at maturity. 
Kick Out: From 2nd anniversary and at each subsequent six monthly Kick Out date 
thereafter if index is above the interest barrier.  

Index Linked 
Defensive Kick Out 

Securities – ESG 
Investing  

10 Year Series 3

ISIN: XS1846548573

05/02/2021 05/02/2031

Euronext Euro 
50 ESG EW 

Decrement 50 
1005.77

+19.69%

Potential Return:	14.80%	payable	at	2nd	anniversary.	Additional	3.70%	payable	at	
each subsequent Kick Out date thereafter subject to Index being at or above barrier. 
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level which falls to 60% at maturity. 
Capital Protection Barrier: 60% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced if 
the index performance is below the barrier at maturity. 
Kick Out: From 2nd anniversary and at each subsequent six monthly Kick Out date 
thereafter if index is above the interest barrier.  

Index Linked 
Defensive Kick Out 

Securities – ESG 
Investing  

10 Year Series 4 

ISIN: XS1846546874

05/03/2021  05/03/2031

Euronext Euro 
50 ESG EW 

Decrement 50 
1008.52

+19.36%

Potential Return:	15.20%	payable	at	2nd	anniversary.	Additional	3.80%	payable	at	
each subsequent Kick Out date thereafter subject to Index being at or above barrier. 
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level which falls to 60% at maturity. 
Capital Protection Barrier: 60% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced if 
the index performance is below the barrier at maturity. 
Kick Out: From 2nd anniversary and at each subsequent six monthly Kick Out date 
thereafter if index is above the interest barrier.

Source: Bloomberg. The index performance shown is a reflection of the underlying index performance. It is not the realisable value of 
the investment. The return, if any, will only be determined at the maturity date of your investment. 

Source: Bloomberg. The index performance shown is a reflection of the underlying index performance. It is not the realisable value of 
the investment. The return, if any, will only be determined at the maturity date of your investment. 

Warning: If you cash in your investment before the maturity date you may lose some or all of the money you invest.
Warning: If you invest in these products you will not have any access to your money until the Maturity Date (noted above).
Warning: The value of your investment may go down as well as up. You may get back less than you invest.

Warning: If you cash in your investment before the maturity date you may lose some or all of the money you invest.
Warning: If you invest in these products you will not have any access to your money until the Maturity Date (noted above).
Warning: The value of your investment may go down as well as up. You may get back less than you invest. InPrivate 2022 |  4847  |  InPrivate 2022



Product 
Name

Start 
Date

Maturity 
Date

Opening 
Index 
Level

Index 
Performance 

since 
Inception

Comment

Index Linked 
Defensive Kick  

Out Securities –  
ESG Investing  

10 Year Series 5

ISIN: XS1846546445

09/04/2021 09/04/2031

Euronext Euro 
50 ESG EW 

Decrement 50 
1074.15

+12.07%

Potential Return:	13.40%	payable	at	2nd	anniversary.	Additional	3.35%	payable	at	
each subsequent Kick Out date thereafter subject to Index being at or above barrier.
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level which falls to 60% at maturity.
Capital Protection Barrier: 60% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced if 
the index performance is below the barrier at maturity.
Kick Out: From 2nd anniversary and at each subsequent six monthly Kick Out date 
thereafter if index is above the interest barrier

Index Linked Kick 
Out Securities  
ESG Investing  

10 Year Series 1

ISIN: XS1846546528

09/04/2021 09/04/2031

Euronext Euro 
50 ESG EW 

Decrement 50 
1074.15

+12.07%

Potential Return:	18.00%	payable	at	2nd	anniversary.	Additional	4.50%	payable	at	
each subsequent Kick Out date thereafter subject to Index being at or above barrier.
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level.
Capital Protection Barrier: 60% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced if 
the index performance is below the barrier at maturity.
Kick Out: From 2nd anniversary and at each subsequent six monthly Kick Out date 
thereafter if index is above the interest barrier

Index Linked 
Defensive Kick  

Out Securities –  
ESG Investing  

10 Year Series 6

ISIN: XS1846547336

21/05/2021 21/05/2031

Euronext Euro 
50 ESG EW 

Decrement 50 
1114.38

+8.02%

Potential Return: 11.20%	payable	at	2nd	anniversary.	Additional	2.80%	payable	at	
each subsequent Kick Out date thereafter subject to Index being at or above barrier.
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level which falls to 60% at maturity.
Capital Protection Barrier: 60% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced if 
the index performance is below the barrier at maturity.
Kick Out: From 2nd anniversary and at each subsequent six monthly Kick Out date 
thereafter if index is above the kick out barrier.

Index Linked Kick 
Out Securities ESG 
Investing 10 Year 

Series 2

ISIN: XS1846546288

21/05/2021 21/05/2031

Euronext Euro 
50 ESG EW 

Decrement 50 
1114.38

+8.02%

Potential Return:	16.20%	payable	at	2nd	anniversary.	Additional	4.08%	payable	at	
each subsequent Kick Out date thereafter subject to Index being at or above barrier.
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level.
Capital Protection Barrier: 60% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced if 
the index performance is below the barrier at maturity.
Kick Out: From 2nd anniversary and at each subsequent six monthly Kick Out date 
thereafter if index is above the kick out barrier

Index Linked 
Defensive Kick Out 

Securities – ESG 
Investing 10 Year 

Series 7

ISIN: XS1846545553

30/06/2021 30/06/2031

Euronext Euro 
50 ESG EW 

Decrement 50 
1114.78

+7.98%

Potential Return:	10.80%	payable	at	2nd	anniversary.	Additional	2.70%	payable	at	
each subsequent Kick Out date thereafter subject to Index being at or above barrier.
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level which falls to 60% at maturity.
Capital Protection Barrier: 60% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced if 
the index performance is below the barrier at maturity.
Kick Out: From 2nd anniversary and at each subsequent six monthly Kick Out date 
thereafter if index is above the kick out barrier.

Product 
Name

Start 
Date

Maturity 
Date

Opening 
Index 
Level

Index 
Performance 

since 
Inception

Comment

Index Linked Kick 
Out Securities ESG 
Investing 10 Year 

Series 3

ISIN: XS1846545637

30/06/2021 30/06/2031

Euronext Euro 
50 ESG EW 

Decrement 50 
1114.78

+7.98%

Potential Return:	15.40%	payable	at	2nd	anniversary.	Additional	3.85%	payable	at	
each subsequent Kick Out date thereafter subject to Index being at or above barrier.
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level.
Capital Protection Barrier: 60% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced if 
the index performance is below the barrier at maturity.
Kick Out: From 2nd anniversary and at each subsequent six monthly Kick Out date 
thereafter if index is above the kick out barrier

Index Linked 
Defensive Kick Out 

Securities – ESG 
Investing 10 Year 

Series 8

ISIN: XS1846546361

30/07/2021 30/07/2031

Euronext Euro 
50 ESG EW 

Decrement 50 
1123.44

+7.15%

Potential Return:	10.72%	payable	at	2nd	anniversary.	Additional	2.68%	payable	at	
each subsequent Kick Out date thereafter subject to Index being at or above barrier.
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level which falls to 60% at maturity.
Capital Protection Barrier: 60% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced if 
the index performance is below the barrier at maturity.
Kick Out: From 2nd anniversary and at each subsequent six monthly Kick Out date 
thereafter if index is above the kick out barrier.

Index Linked Kick 
Out Securities ESG 
Investing 10 Year 

Series 4

ISIN: XS1846544747

30/07/2021 30/07/2031

Euronext Euro 
50 ESG EW 

Decrement 50 
1123.44

+7.15%

Potential Return: 17.40%	payable	at	2nd	anniversary.	Additional	4.35%	payable	at	
each subsequent Kick Out date thereafter subject to Index being at or above barrier.
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level.
Capital Protection Barrier: 60% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced if 
the index performance is below the barrier at maturity.
Kick Out: From 2nd anniversary and at each subsequent six monthly Kick Out date 
thereafter if index is above the kick out barrier

Index Linked 
Defensive Kick Out 

Securities – ESG 
Investing 10 Year 

Series 9

ISIN: XS1846545710

10/09/2021 10/09/2031

Euronext Euro 
50 ESG EW 

Decrement 50 
1138.41

5.74%

Potential Return:	10.80%	payable	at	2nd	anniversary.	Additional	2.70%	payable	at	
each subsequent Kick Out date thereafter subject to Index being at or above barrier.
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level which falls to 60% at maturity.
Capital Protection Barrier: 60% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced if 
the index performance is below the barrier at maturity.
Kick Out: From 2nd anniversary and at each subsequent six monthly Kick Out date 
thereafter if index is above the kick out barrier.

Index Linked Kick 
Out Securities ESG 
Investing 10 Year 

Series 5

ISIN: XS1846544150

10/09/2021 10/09/2031

Euronext Euro 
50 ESG EW 

Decrement 50 
1138.41

5.74%

Potential Return: 17.80%	payable	at	2nd	anniversary.	Additional	4.45%	payable	at	
each subsequent Kick Out date thereafter subject to Index being at or above barrier.
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level.
Capital Protection Barrier: 60% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced if 
the index performance is below the barrier at maturity.
Kick Out: From 2nd anniversary and at each subsequent six monthly Kick Out date 
thereafter if index is above the kick out barrier.

Index Linked Securities Performance as at 31 December 2021 
(closed to new business)

Figure 18: 

Index Linked Securities Performance as at 31 December 2021 
(closed to new business)

Figure 18: 

Source: Bloomberg. The index performance shown is a reflection of the underlying index performance. It is not the realisable value of 
the investment. The return, if any, will only be determined at the maturity date of your investment. 

Source: Bloomberg. The index performance shown is a reflection of the underlying index performance. It is not the realisable value of 
the investment. The return, if any, will only be determined at the maturity date of your investment. 

Warning: If you cash in your investment before the maturity date you may lose some or all of the money you invest.
Warning: If you invest in these products you will not have any access to your money until the Maturity Date (noted above).
Warning: The value of your investment may go down as well as up. You may get back less than you invest.

Warning: If you cash in your investment before the maturity date you may lose some or all of the money you invest.
Warning: If you invest in these products you will not have any access to your money until the Maturity Date (noted above).
Warning: The value of your investment may go down as well as up. You may get back less than you invest. InPrivate 2022 |  5049  |  InPrivate 2022



Product 
Name

Start 
Date

Maturity 
Date

Opening 
Index 
Level

Index 
Performance 

since 
Inception

Comment

Index Linked 
Defensive Kick Out 

Securities – ESG 
Investing 10 Year 

Series 10

ISIN: XS1846543426

15/10/2021 15/10/2031

Euronext Euro 
50 ESG EW 

Decrement 50

1148.93

4.77%

Potential Return:	9.16%	payable	at	2nd	anniversary.	Additional	2.29%	payable	at	
each subsequent Kick Out date thereafter subject to Index being at or above barrier.
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level.
Capital Protection Barrier:  60% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced if 
the index performance is below the barrier at maturity.
Kick Out: From 2nd anniversary and at each subsequent six monthly Kick Out date 
thereafter if index is above the kick out barrier.

Index Linked Kick 
Out Securities ESG 
Investing 10 Year 

Series 6

ISIN: XS1846545041

15/10/2021 15/10/2031

Euronext Euro 
50 ESG EW 

Decrement 50

1148.93

4.77%

Potential Return:	12.40%	payable	at	2nd	anniversary.	Additional	3.10%	payable	at	
each subsequent Kick Out date thereafter subject to Index being at or above barrier.
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level.
Capital Protection Barrier: 60% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced if 
the index performance is below the barrier at maturity.
Kick Out: From 2nd anniversary and at each subsequent six monthly Kick Out date 
thereafter if index is above the kick out barrier.

Index Linked Kick 
Out Securities ESG 
Investing 10 Year 

Series 7

ISIN: XS1846544077

19/11/2021 19/11/2031

Euronext Euro 
50 ESG EW 

Decrement 50

1189.39

1.21%

Potential Return:	17.00%	payable	at	2nd	anniversary.	Additional	4.25%	payable	at	
each subsequent Kick Out date thereafter subject to Index being at or above barrier.
Kick Out Barrier: 100% of the Opening Index Level.
Capital Protection Barrier: 60% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced if 
the index performance is below the barrier at maturity.
Kick Out: From 2nd anniversary and at each subsequent six monthly Kick Out date 
thereafter if index is above the kick out barrier

Defensive Plus 
Index Linked Kick 

Out Securities – ESG 
Investing 10.1

ISIN: XS1846542964

19/11/2021 19/11/2031

Euronext Euro 
50 ESG EW 

Decrement 50

1189.39

1.21%

Potential Return:	8.12%	payable	at	2nd	anniversary.	Additional	2.03%	payable	at	
each subsequent Kick Out date thereafter subject to Index being at or above barrier. 
Kick Out Barrier:	100%	of	the	Opening	Index	Level	at	first	Kick	Out	reducing	by	2.5%	
semi-annually thereafter.
Capital Protection Barrier: 60% of the Opening Index Level. Capital is reduced if 
the index performance is below the barrier at maturity.
Kick Out: From 2nd anniversary and at each subsequent six monthly Kick Out date 
thereafter if index is above the kick out barrier

Index Linked Securities Performance as at 31 December 2021 
(closed to new business)

Figure 18: 

Protected Absolute Return Bonds Performance as at 31 
December 2021 (closed to new business)

Figure 18: 

Product 
Name Start Date Maturity 

Date
Capital 

Protection
Fund price at Start 

Date

Fund 
performance 

since start 
date

Comment

Protected  
Absolute Return 
Bond (Series 8)

03/02/2017 03/02/2022 95%
Jupiter Merian Global 
Equity	Absolute	Return	

Fund - 1.3506
-5.47%

Capital Protection Barrier: 95% capital protection at maturity.
Return: 100% of the growth in the Jupiter Merian Global Equity 
Absolute	Return	Fund	with	no	cap

Protected  
Absolute Return 
Bond (Series 9)

10/03/2017 10/03/2022 95%
Jupiter Merian Global 
Equity	Absolute	Return	

Fund - 1.3439
-5.00%

Capital Protection Barrier: 95% capital protection at maturity.
Return: 100% of the growth in the Jupiter Merian Global Equity 
Absolute	Return	Fund	with	no	cap

Protected  
Absolute Return 
Bond (Series 10)

13/04/2017 13/04/2022 95%
Jupiter Merian Global 
Equity	Absolute	Return	

Fund - 1.316
 -2.99%

Capital Protection Barrier: 95% capital protection at maturity.
Return: 100% of the growth in the Jupiter Merian Global Equity 
Absolute	Return	Fund	with	no	cap

Protected  
Absolute Return 
Bond (Series 11)

19/05/2017 19/05/2022 95%
Jupiter Merian Global 
Equity	Absolute	Return	

Fund - 1.3114
-2.65%

Capital Protection Barrier: 95% capital protection at maturity.
Return: 100% of the growth in the Jupiter Merian Global Equity 
Absolute	Return	Fund	with	no	cap

Protected  
Absolute Return 
Bond (Series 12)

22/12/2017 22/12/2022 95%
Jupiter Merian Global 
Equity	Absolute	Return	

Fund - 1.4035
-9.03%

Capital Protection Barrier: 95% capital protection at maturity.
Return: 100% of the growth in the Jupiter Merian Global Equity 
Absolute	Return	Fund	with	no	cap

Protected  
Absolute Return 

Bond  
(US Dollar Series 1)

17/08/2018 17/08/2023 100%
Jupiter Merian Global 
Equity	Absolute	Return	

Fund - 1.3674
-6.63%

Capital Protection Barrier: 100% capital protection at maturity.
Return: 175% of the growth in the Jupiter Merian Global Equity 
Absolute	Return	Fund	with	no	cap

Source: Bloomberg. The index performance shown is a reflection of the underlying index performance. It is not the realisable value of 
the investment. The return, if any, will only be determined at the maturity date of your investment. 

Source: Bloomberg. The index performance shown is a reflection of the underlying index performance. It is not the realisable value of 
the investment. The return, if any, will only be determined at the maturity date of your investment. 

Warning: If you cash in your investment before the maturity date you may lose some or all of the money you invest.
Warning: If you invest in these products you will not have any access to your money until the Maturity Date (noted above).
Warning: The value of your investment may go down as well as up. You may get back less than you invest.

Warning: If you cash in your investment before the maturity date you may lose some or all of the money you invest.
Warning: If you invest in these products you will not have any access to your money until the Maturity Date (noted above).
Warning: The value of your investment may go down as well as up. You may get back less than you invest. InPrivate 2022 |  5251  |  InPrivate 2022



Product 
Name Start Date Maturity 

Date
Capital 

Protection

Index/
Opening 

Level

Index 
performance 

since Start 
Date

Comment

Protected 
Growth Bond 

(Series 1)
20/12/2018 20/11/2024 100% Eurostoxx 50 +23.44%

Capital Protection:	At	the	Maturity	Date	100%	of	the	Deposit	Amount	
will be repaid.
Return: Return	is	based	on	the	Deposit	Amount	and	is	determined	by	
volatility target controlled exposure to Eurostoxx 50.
Maximum Interest: The maximum interest, gross of tax, is capped  
at 43.5%.
Averaging:	The	value	of	the	index	is	averaged	over	the	final	12	months.
*Note that an upfront fee is paid in addition to the Deposit Amount.

Protected 
Growth Bond 

(Series 2)
10/05/2019 10/05/2025 100% Eurostoxx 50 +11.90%

Capital Protection: At	the	Maturity	Date	100%	of	the	Deposit	Amount	
will be repaid.
Return: Return	is	based	on	the	Deposit	Amount	and	is	determined	by	
volatility target controlled exposure to Eurostoxx 50.
Maximum Interest: The maximum interest, gross of tax, is capped  
at 27.5%. 
Averaging:	The	value	of	the	index	is	averaged	over	the	final	12	months.
*Note that an upfront fee is paid in addition to the Deposit Amount.

Protected 
Growth Bond 

(Series 3)
14/06/2019 14/06/2025 100% Eurostoxx 50 +11.20%

Capital Protection:	At	the	Maturity	Date	100%	of	the	Deposit	Amount	
will be repaid.
Return:	Return	is	based	on	the	Deposit	Amount	and	is	determined	by	
volatility target controlled exposure to EuroStoxx 50.
Maximum Interest: The maximum interest, gross of tax, is capped  
at 27.5%. 
Averaging:	The	value	of	the	index	is	averaged	over	the	final	12	months.
*Note that an upfront fee is paid in addition to the Deposit Amount.

Protected 
Growth Bond 

(Series 4)
02/08/2019 02/08/2025 100% Eurostoxx 50 +13.15%

Capital Protection:	At	the	Maturity	Date	100%	of	the	Deposit	Amount	
will be repaid.
Return:	Return	is	based	on	the	Deposit	Amount	and	is	determined	by	
volatility target controlled exposure to Eurostoxx 50.
Maximum Interest: The maximum interest, gross of tax, is capped  
at 28.5%. 
Averaging:	The	value	of	the	index	is	averaged	over	the	final	12	months.
*Note that an upfront fee is paid in addition to the Deposit Amount.

Protected Growth Bonds Performance as at 31 December 
2021 (closed to new business)

Figure 18: 

Auto Callable Bonds Performance as at 31 December 2021 
(closed to new business)

Figure 18: 

Product 
Name Start Date

Final 
Maturity 

Date

Opening 
Index Level

Index 
Performance 

since inception
Comment

Defensive Semi-
Annual Auto-Callable 

Bond 
(Series 12)

22/09/2017 22/09/2023

Eurostoxx 
Select 

Dividend 30 
2101.54

-7.45%

Interest: 5.20% paid at 1st anniversary. 2.60% payable semi-annually 
thereafter.
Interest Barrier: 85% of the Opening Index Level.
Capital Protection Barrier: 70% of the Opening Index Level.
Auto Call: From	1st	anniversary	and	semi-annually	thereafter.	Auto	
Call Barrier 100% at 1st anniversary reducing by 1.5% semi annually 
thereafter.

Source: Bloomberg. The index performance shown is a reflection of the underlying index performance. It is not the realisable value of 
the investment. The return, if any, will only be determined at the maturity date of your investment. 

Source: Bloomberg. The index performance shown is a reflection of the underlying index performance. It is not the realisable value of 
the investment. The return, if any, will only be determined at the maturity date of your investment. 

Warning: If you cash in your investment before the maturity date you may lose some or all of the money you invest.
Warning: If you invest in this product you will not have any access to your money until the Maturity Date (noted above).
Warning: The value of your investment may go down as well as up. You may get back less than you invest.

Warning: If you cash in your investment before the maturity date you may lose some or all of the money you invest.
Warning: If you invest in these products you will not have any access to your money until the Maturity Date (noted above).
Warning: The value of your investment may go down as well as up. You may get back less than you invest. InPrivate 2022 |  5453  |  InPrivate 2022



Keith Jordan
Head of Product 
and Provider 
Management

Regulatory Investment
Overview

Regulatory Investment Update

Keith Jordan, Head of Product and Provider 
Management, provides an update on the latest 
investment regulatory developments.

The UN Climate Change Conference of the Parties (COP26) held 
in Glasgow in November this year saw a large amount of media 
coverage, and no doubt you are aware, has greatly increased focus 
on Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) matters across all 
aspects of society - with pensions and investments no different. 
What you may not be as aware of is how Europe is leading the way in 
financial regulation to encourage investment managers to embed ESG 
at the core of all investment decisions.

March 2021 saw the first of these regulations come into force with the 
Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulations (SFDR). These regulations 
are being phased in over the next few years, with the first phase, 
aiming to classify funds where there is an ESG objective. An ESG fund 
is now classified as an Article 8 or Article 9 fund, which refers to the 
relevant article in the regulations.  

 • Article 9 funds, also known as dark green funds, have to have 
sustainable investment as its objective, such as achieving a 
reduction in carbon emissions and there are strict rules on achieving 
this.  

 • Article 8 funds, or light green funds must have environmental or 
social characteristics. These funds would be ESG focussed but not 
with a definite ESG goal. 

From January 2022, Article 8 and Article 9 funds will produce a report 
outlining the extent to which their objectives or characteristic have 
been met.

Sustainable Finance Disclosure 
Regulations (SFDR)

These regulations are being increased in 2022 with the first of the 
Taxonomy Regulations applying. These regulations are very technical 
and set out in detail, what will qualify as being ESG. This will ensure 
that companies do not simply brand their funds as ‘Green’ where they 
don’t take any specific action, a process known as “greenwashing”.

These regulations are being followed later in the year by changes to 
both Insurance Distribution Directive (IDD) (the rules governing life 
assurance investment funds) and Markets in Financial Instruments 
Directive (MiFID) (the rules governing other forms of investments 
including other fund structures, equities, bonds etc.). One key aspect 
of this new regulation is that investment advisors will be required to 
assess customers preference for ESG investments and consider this in 
providing an investment recommendation.

There are two other new regulations coming in 2022 that are likely to 
impact you. The first is that your advisor will be required to provide all 
documentation and correspondence in electronic rather than paper 
format as the default option. Of course where you still want to us to 
communicate in paper format we will – the aim of this is to deliver a 
service to you that suits you best. We will be writing to you separately 
later in the year about this.

The second additional update is that there will be changes to 
the Packaged Retail Investment and Insurance Products (PRIIPs) 
regulations. These are the regulations that set out the rules about 
the information you receive in the Key Information Document (KID). 
The changes are mainly technical – relating to the way that project 
potential returns are shown. You can  expect to see new versions of 
KIDs released in the second half of 2022.

I know that regulations can be somewhat technical, but hopefully, the 
above gives you a brief sense of the main changes that you are likely 
to see.  If you want any more information on any of these, please do 
reach out to your Private Client Manager who is happy to help you.

2022 ESG Regulations

Additional Regulatution Updates 
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Barry O’Leary 
Client Relationship 
Manager,  
State Street Global 
Advisors

Understanding Environmental,
Social & Governance (ESG)      
 Investing

Incorporating ESG (Environmental, Social and Governance) 
considerations into investment solutions is a growing priority for many 
investors. Whether driven by regulation, investment beliefs or values, 
investors are increasingly asking how their investments can adapt to 
these new developments.

ESG adoption has also been driven by initiatives like the Principles 
for Responsible Investment (PRI), a United Nations-supported 
international network of investors working to improve responsible 
investment practices. The UN PRI have awarded State Street Global 
Advisors the highest possible A+ rating for their firmwide strategy and 
governance of ESG investments.

Understanding Environmental, Social & Governance (ESG) Investing 

Barry O’Leary, Client Relationship Manager, State 
Street Global Advisors provides an insight into 
ESG investing and how it can be incorporated into 
portfolios Investors could choose to “tilt” their portfolio towards 

companies that demonstrate strong ESG practices and 
reduce their holdings in companies that have weaker ESG 
characteristics. 

Portfolio managers can integrate ESG scores and factors 
into the investment analysis and decision-making process, 
to mitigate risk and identify opportunities for long term 
performance. 

Even if you do not use the strategies above, you can still 
address ESG issues through an investment manager’s effective 
stewardship of your assets. Investors can influence the 
behaviour of the companies they invest in by engaging with 
company boards and management teams, and/or by voting 
on shareholder and management proposals. This can actively 
influence a company’s long-term strategy and behaviour on a 
range of ESG issues.

Investors may exclude some companies or sectors from 
their portfolio based on certain ESG criteria. For instance, a 
fund could choose to exclude controversial weapons, civilian 
firearms, companies that violate the UN Global Compact 
Principles – a minimum standard of the fundamental 
responsibilities in the areas of human rights, labour, 
environment and anti-corruption, or any type of company 
investors deem to have negative impacts on the environment 
or society at large.

Tilting

Integration

Asset Stewardship 

Exclusions
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The funds managed by State Street Global Advisors may use a 
combination of these approaches depending on the specific nature 
of the fund. For instance, some of our direct equity and indeed 
the equity component of managed funds can use an integration 
approach. PRIME, as previously mentioned, applies some exclusions 
as well as some tilting. 

However, it is important to know that all investments relating to listed 
equities or corporate bonds that State Street Global Advisors manage 
apply the asset stewardship programme. With this in mind, we delve 
a little deeper into how the Asset Stewardship Programme works and 
highlight some examples. 

ESG In Practice With State 
Street Global Advisors 

Understanding Environmental, Social & Governance (ESG) Investing 

Asset 
Stewardship at 

Effective asset stewardship is instrumental to how 
we at SSGA incorporate ESG considerations into our 
funds. We use our position to ensure company boards 
and management teams are overseeing and managing 
risks that might materially impact a company’s ability 
to generate long-term sustainable returns. We achieve 
this by providing guidance to companies through 
ongoing stewardship engagements and exercising our 
shareholder voting rights to ensure companies are 
identifying material ESG issues and incorporating the 
implications into their long-term strategies.

Each year, we focus on particular themes and 
industries which we believe are particularly important 
from an ESG perspective. Below were some of our 
2021 priority themes and highlights of the work we 
have undertaken, and the results achieved, for these 
key initiatives:

Gender Diversity
 
Research shows that companies with greater levels of 
gender diversity have stronger financial performance 
as well as fewer governance-related issues such as 
bribery, corruption, shareholder battles and fraud.

Driven by these findings, on the eve of International 
Women’s Day in March 2017, State Street Global 
Advisors placed the Fearless Girl statue in New 
York’s financial district to ignite a conversation about 
the importance of gender diversity in corporate 
leadership. This campaign issued a framework to drive 
companies to increase the number of women on their 

boards and called on companies in our investment portfolio 
without any women on their boards to add a female director. 
Since then, the following has been achieved: 
 • 1,486 – Companies were identified as not having a woman 

on their board. 

 • 313 – Votes against companies in year four of the 
campaign. 

 • 862 – Of companies identified have added a female 
director. 

These results were achieved through engaging with 
companies and, where necessary, influencing change by 
voting against those companies that failed to act.

Climate Change
 
We encourage companies to disclose how they address both 
climate risks and opportunities and to explain how their 
assets and long-term business strategies are resilient to the 
impacts of climate change. 
 • SSGA became a signatory to Climate Action 100+, a global 

initiative led by investors to foster the clean energy 
transition by engaging the companies and sectors with the 
highest greenhouse gas emissions. 

 • Since 2014, we have held over 787 climate-related 
engagements across a range of industries and markets. 

 • In 2020 we engaged companies across nine countries and 
17 sectors to review their climate reporting and alignment 
with the TCFD (Taskforce of Climate-related Financial 
Disclosures). 

 • During the first half of 2021, we conducted 125 climate-
related engagements, a 60% increase compared to last 
year (78 in H1 2020), reflecting the heightened focus on 
this topic

A good example of these engagements was with Exxon 
Mobile. As a long-term investor in Exxon, we concurred with a 
dissident shareholder that performance has been challenged 
at the company. We also recognize that with Exxon’s peers 
advancing efforts to evolve their businesses, Exxon’s existing 
strategy leaves the company more exposed to climate-related 
transition risk over the long term. We recognize that Exxon has 
an opportunity to better leverage its expertise and resources 
to lead in the transition as the market continues to accelerate 
progress toward a net zero future.

We believe that shareholder value can be improved from 1) 
more disciplined capital allocation and 2) more attention to 
the transition risk that would result from a shift to a lower 
carbon economy. While the Exxon board is highly qualified, 
State Street Global Advisors felt that nominating two dissident 
candidates that had the expertise in each of these areas would 
strengthen the independent leadership of Exxon’s board 
and provide further board oversight in these areas. Both 
candidates were elected to the board. 

ESG has many forms and many guises. Each investor will have 
their own beliefs. Whatever your preference, we believe that 
an effective Asset Stewardship Programme can drive value 
over the long term as well as play a critical role in furthering 
important Environmental, Social and Governance issues.   
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Latest Trends in Mergers and Acquisitions

Latest Trends In
Mergers and Acquisitions 

The Covid-19 pandemic has dominated our lives for almost two years, 
and just as people adapted to the lockdowns, facemasks and hand 
sanitiser, investors and corporations also adjusted to the ‘new normal.’ 
In the first quarter of 2020 investors grasped the severity of the 
pandemic and corporate deal making ground to a halt. But thanks to 
massive government spending, swift monetary policy support from 
Central Banks, and the rapid development of vaccines, investors and 
companies regained their confidence.

As a result, merger and acquisition (M&A) activity has strongly 
rebounded, with 2021 set to become the biggest ever year for global 
deal making. In the first nine months, over $4.4 trillion transactions 
were announced, making it the strongest opening nine months of any 
year since records began in 1980.18

“ Thanks to massive government 
spending, swift monetary policy 
support from Central Banks, and 
the rapid development of vaccines, 
investors and companies regained 
their confidence. ”

Deirdre Kennedy, Head of Direct Investment 
Management, discusses the latest trends in 
Mergers and Acquisitions across the globe.

18 Refinitiv, October 2021

Deirdre Kennedy 
Head of Direct 
Investment 
Management

America First
 
All the major regions saw strong growth, but just as the US stock 
market outperformed the rest of the world in 202119, it was also 
well ahead in M&A activity, with a 139 percent increase year-on-
year. Europe and Asia-Pacific jumped 69% and 53% respectively. 
Overall, the US accounted for 45% of the global market20.  

Cross border transactions almost doubled year-on-year to $1.6 
trillion, accounting for over a third of global M&A. US players 
were the most acquisitive, taking a 37% share, and the US was 
also the most popular destination for cross border deals, with a 
total value of almost $400 billion20. 

International deals included Irish based AerCap’s acquisition 
of General Electric’s aircraft-leasing business for $29 billion21. 
The aviation industry has been one of the worst affected by the 
pandemic, although the roll out of vaccines has improved the 
sector’s prospects. 

In another cross border transportation deal, Canadian Pacific 
Railway triumphed over rival Canadian National Railway, in a 
battle to acquire Kansas City Southern railroad. At $31 billion, 
it is the continent’s largest transaction between rail operators 
since 1999 and it will create a single railway connecting Canada 
to Mexico via the US22.

19 Bloomberg, January 2022.
20 Refinitiv, October 2021.
21 Bloomberg, November 2021.
22 Financial Times, September 2021.

Figure 19: WorldWide Annouced M&A 
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Latest Trends in Mergers and Acquisitions

Technology Innovators Turn 
Acquirers
 
The technology sector accounted for one-fifth of overall M&A 
activity. Announced deals increased 133% to almost $900 billion – 
another all-time high20. Tech giant Microsoft – a major beneficiary 
of the working from home trend that accelerated during the 
pandemic – agreed to acquire Nuance Communications for $17 
billion22. Nuance is a leading provider of speech recognition 
software to healthcare providers and its solutions are used in 
more than three quarters of US hospitals.  

The second most active sector was financials; acquisitions 
increased 82% and accounted for 12% of transactions by value20.
One of the largest deals of 2021 occurred in the media sector 
when AT&T agreed to sell Warner Media to Discovery for $43 
billion23. 

Buyouts Bounce Back
 
Private equity backed mergers and acquisitions more than 
doubled to over $800 billion in the first nine months of 2021. Top 
sectors included technology, healthcare and retail, with the latter 
seeing a significant increase20. Clayton, Dublier and Rice won a £10 
billion takeover battle for William Morrison, taking the UK grocer 
private in October24. 

A $34 billion acquisition of US medical supply company Medline 
by a consortium of private equity groups, comprising Blackstone, 
Carlyle and Hellman & Friedman marked the return of large club 
deals. These had fallen out of favour in the aftermath of the 
financial crisis25. 

In November, KKR launched a €35 billion offer to take Telecom 
Italia private in what would be one of the largest private equity 

buyouts of a European company in history. The US buyout group, 
previously approached Dutch telecoms provider KPN with a 
takeover offer, which was rejected.

SPAC Fever
 
SPACS – or Special Purpose Acquisition Vehicles – also played a 
significant role in the rebound in merger activity. SPACS are shell 
companies that enable privately held entities to go public via a 
merger with an acquisition vehicle rather than an initial public 
offering (IPO). This de-SPAC activity has attracted criticism, with 
talk of regulatory arbitrage. Companies going public through 
IPO usually don’t provide financial projections because of the 
serious liability risk associated with these disclosures – the same 
constraints do not apply to SPAC transactions. 

In the first nine months of 2021 SPACS struck over $545 billion 
of de-SPAC deals, accounting for a 12% of global M&A20.  Activity 
peaked in February, but after a series of scandals and months 
of regulatory scrutiny, the SPAC market staged a comeback in 
October26.

One of the largest transactions involved electric vehicle maker 
Lucid Motors $24 billion merger with the SPAC Churchill Capital 
IV.27 A competitor of Tesla, Lucid’s flagship Air Dream Edition sedan 
costs $169,00028.

Investment Banks Rake in 
Record Fees
 
The surge in M&A activity benefited the investment banks, with 
five American banks, led by JP Morgan Chase and Goldman Sachs, 
taking the greatest share of the $113 billion in investment banking 
fees earned in the first nine months of 2021. Deal making fees 
were up 46% year-on-year.

22 Bloomberg, April 2021.
23 Bloomberg, May 2021.
24 Bloomberg, October 2021.
25 Bloomberg, June 2021.
26 CBNC, November 2021.
27 Financial Times, March 2021.
28 CNBC, September 2021. 

Outlook
Overall, the environment for M&A remains 
supportive. The OECD forecasts above trend global 
economic growth in 202229 as the world continues to 
recover from the pandemic. With inflation pressures 
increasing, we are approaching a turn in monetary 
policy, but interest rates are expected to remain low 
relative to historical levels30. 

In a competitive world, the need to bulk-up to achieve 
economies of scale, or the desire to own specific 
technologies, will remain motivating factors. Strategic 
considerations may drive foreign acquisitions, 
including the desire to secure supply chains. In 2022 
more deals may be arranged in person rather than 
over a Zoom call. 

Working-From-Home -  
Help Or Hindrance?
 
We think of handshakes ‘sealing the deal’ and might have 
expected travel restrictions to limit merger activity, but deal 
makers took to online conferencing platforms.  Some argue 
that cutting air miles out of the equation increased efficiency 
and allowed for even more transactions to be completed.  
Indeed, Goldman Sachs made the news27 when a group of 
home-based junior investment bankers circulated a slide deck 
presentation complaining about their excessive work load. 

As we learn to live with Covid-19, it will be interesting to see 
if long distance deal making continues or will investment 
bankers, anxious to stay one step ahead, feel compelled to hit 
the road again.

29 OECD, December 2021.
30 Bank of America, November 2021.
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Darren Duffy, 
Investment 
Solutions

What is Cryptocurrency?

What is
Cryptocurrency?

Cryptocurrency is a digital or virtual currency. Its transactions are 
secured by a method called cryptography which makes the currency 
difficult to counterfeit. A main feature of cryptocurrencies is that they 
are decentralized and not issued by any central authority, such as a 
Central Bank or other government institution.

Darren Duffy, Investment Solutions, provides an 
insight into the ‘hot’ topic of crytocurrency.

Some people view cryptocurrency as a possible currency of 
the future. However, it should be noted31 that a currency needs 
stability so that merchants and consumers can determine what 
a fair price is for goods. Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies have 
been anything but stable through much of their history. Currently 
a handful of companies have begun to accept cryptocurrency as a 
form payment but it is not yet a mainstream form of payment32.

Mining is the process in which new coins are entered into 
circulation. Miners are required to authenticate batches of 
transactions by solving complex puzzles. Whoever solves the 
puzzle first is rewarded with coins. These puzzles are intended 
to be sufficiently hard to prevent criminal activity and hackers34. 
Miners use powerful computers to solve these puzzles and as 
a result mining consumes a large amount of electricity when 
running. According to a report in 2021 by Cambridge University, 
Bitcoin mining is now consuming more energy than the whole of 
Venezuala35. In February 2021, Tesla CEO Elon Musk announced 
that Tesla had bought about $1.5 billion of Bitcoin and that Tesla 
would begin to start taking payments in bitcoin. In the middle of 
May 2021 Musk announced that Tesla would stop accepting Bitcoin 
for payment due to the environmental concerns around mining36. 

Cryptocurrency as a Currency

Cryptocurrency Mining

Different 
Cryptocurrencies

 • Bitcoin (BTC)

 • XRP (XRP)

 • Ethereum (ETH)

 • Dogecoin (DOGE)

 • Tether (USDT)

 • Polkadot (DOT)

 • Bitcoin Cash (BCH)

 • USD Coin (USDC)

 • Cardano (ADA)

 • Litecoin (LTC)

31 https://www.nerdwallet.com/article/investing/cryptocurrency-
7-things-to-know#:~:text=A%20cryptocurrency%20(or%20
%E2%80%9Ccrypto%E2%80%9D,at%20times%20driving%20prices%20
skyward.
32 https://www.businessinsider.com/more-companies-accepting-bitcoin-
cryptocurrency-paypal-starbucks-2021-4?r=US&IR=T
33 https://coinmarketcap.com/all/views/all/
34 https://www.ft.com/content/1aecb2db-8f61-427c-a413-
3b929291c8ac?shareType=nongift
35 https://cbeci.org/cbeci/comparisons
36 https://www.ft.com/content/1aecb2db-8f61-427c-a413-
3b929291c8ac?shareType=nongift

33 CoinMarketCap.com.
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What is Cryptocurrency?
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Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance.

Bitcoin is one the longest cryptocurrencies 
in existence and one of the most popular. 
According to Investopedia it was created in 2009 
by an individual named as Satoshi Nakamoto37. 
The identity of the founder Nakamoto is actually 
unknown and it is still unknown whether this is 
an actual person - so the identity of the creator 
has yet to be confirmed.

Bitcoin is known for having an extremely 
volatile price history. For example, in December 
2020 it had a value of around $29,000. It then 
rose to over $41,000 by the 8th January 2021. 
Three days later however the value fell to 
just over $30,000. The charts below highlight 
the volatile price movements in this specific 
cryptocurrency37.

Bitcoin

37 https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/bitcoin.asp 
38 https://www.coindesk.com/price/bitcoin
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Bitcoin Market 
Capitalisation
 
Historically it has taken multiple 
decades for some of the largest 
companies to reach a worth of $1 
trillion. However, it only took 12 years 
for Bitcoin to reach this $1 trillion 
mark in 202139. Again due to the high 
volatility of Bitcoin this has fluctuated 
over time and shortly after, in May 
2021, this value fell below $700 
billion40.
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Source: CoinMarketCap.com41

Source: 04.01.2022 CoinMarketCap.com42

Figure 22: Bitcoin Market Capitalisation

Figure 23: Bitcoin versus the Biggest Companies and Assets in the World 
by Market Capitalisation  
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Figure 21: Pros & Cons of Cryptocurrency43

Pros Cons

High potential returns High volatility 

Diversification Possibility of large losses

Growing  
acceptance 
and usage

Cryptocurrencies are 
unregulated and so they are 

not backed by any central 
authority. If cryptocurrency 
investors find themselves a 

victim of financial crime they 
have less protection and 

legal options than traditional 
investors44 

43 https://www.efginternational.com/Insights/2021/
Pros-and-cons-of-cryptocurrency.html
44 https://www.investopedia.com/tech/what-are-
legal-risks-cryptocurrency-investors/
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Bernard Walsh, 
Head of Pensions 
and Investments

Understanding
Sequence Risk

Understanding Sequence Risk

Bernard Walsh, Head of Pensions and 
Investments, explains sequencing 
risk and why it should be considered 
in your portfolio.

“Risk means more things can happen than will 
happen” Elroy Dimson, London Business School. 

Risk is about understanding that future events are 
highly variable and most importantly unknowable. 
When making critical decisions we should always 
focus not just on the probabilities of being right, 
but also on what are the potential consequences  
of being wrong. 

Investors face many risks, from market crashes 
and recessions to more specific risks such as 
over exposure to a single assets class, geographic 
region or individual company. We also have to 
consider wider issues such as inflation and the 
impact it will have on the future spending power 
of our money. Importantly most of these can’t 
be entirely eliminated but they certainly can be 
managed. 

This article will aim to illustrate the importance 
of understanding the less commonly recognised, 
sequence of returns risk. 

Sequence of returns risk is the risk that comes from the order in which 
our investment returns are generated. If we consider this almost 
like being the opposite of compounding, the impact it can have on a 
portfolio from which withdrawals are being made, can be quite stark. 
Now I realise that as many people read this they are likely to think that 
this is wrong and that it doesn’t matter for an investment whether you 
have a good start and bad finish, or vice versa. You may ask, isn’t the 
end result the same? The answer is yes, the end result is the same as 
per the following example where I use two five-year market returns to 
demonstrate the point: 

Here you can see two scenarios, where I’ve just simply reversed 
the order in which these returns were generated. In each five-year 
example the average return was 3.6% per annum (p.a.):

What Is Sequence Risk? 

Good start €350,000  Bad start €350,000  

Year 1 18% €413,000  -15% €297,500  

Year 2 12% €462,560 -5% €282,625  

Year 3 8% €499,565  8% €305,235  

Year 4 -5% €474, 587  12% €341,863  

Year 5 -15% €403,399  18% €403,399  

3.6% p.a. 
average

€403,399  
3.6% p.a. 
average

€403,399  

Source: Bank of Ireland Investment Markets, December 2021.

Figure 24:
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In this instance the order of returns made no difference to 
the performance outcome at the end of the five years. 

So why then does sequence risk suggest that this order 
does matter? The answer is that the end result can change 
dramatically when we add to, or withdraw from the 
investment over the period.

When we either add to our investment or withdraw from the 
investment over time, the timing of returns and withdrawals 
can make a big difference to the longevity of that investment. 
Where sequence risk comes to the fore then of course is 
when our investment gets off to a bad start and this is likely 
to be of most concern in the post retirement Approved 
Retirement Fund (“ARF”) arena. Given the necessity of an 

imputed distribution by an ARF every year, the returns in 
the first few years of the investment can make a very big 
difference. 

Let’s take the very same example as above, where over the 
five years we generate the same sequence of returns, but 
this time we opt for an annual income of €20,000.  

We can now see the significant impact the sequence of 
returns has had on the value of our investment after just five 
years with a difference of €35,571 in our terminal value.  If we 
then consider repeating these numbers every five years, we 
end up with three different scenarios as outlined in Figure 27: 
Understanding Sequence Risk.

Understanding Sequence Risk

Good 
Start

€20,00045

Annual 
Withdrawal

€350,000 
Investment

Year 1 18% €20,000 €393,000  

Year 2 12% €20,000 €420,160  

Year 3 8% €20,000 €433,773  

Year 4 -5% €20,000 €392,084  

Year 5 -15% €20,000 €313,272  

End Total €313,272  

Bad 
Start

€20,00045 
Annual 

Withdrawal

€350,000
Investment

Year 1 -15% €20,000 €277,500  

Year 2 -5% €20,000 €243,625  

Year 3 8% €20,000 €243,115  

Year 4 12% €20,000 €252,289  

Year 5 18% €20,000 €277,701  

End Total €277,701  

45 For the purpose of this example we assume the €20,000 is withdrawn at the end of the year. 

Warning: These figures are estimates only. They are not a reliable guide to the future performance of this investment. 

Figure 25: Good Start Figure 26: Bad Start

Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance. 
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Figure 27: Understanding Sequence Risk

Source: Bank of Ireland Investment Markets, December 2021.

 • The green line represents your average return of 3.6% 
(2.88% per annum), but assumes returns to be in a straight 
line (linear) and shows that the money will last until 2046. (Of 
course, in the real world, returns are never linear).  

 • The black line, which represents the good sequence repeated 
every five years, and shows the money lasting to 2053. 

 • While the blue line, representing the bad sequence rolled out 
every five years, shows the money lasts only until 2041.  

 • All three investors had the same ‘average’ return, but one 
ran out of money in 2041, another in 2046 and the last in 
2053 respectively. The only difference was the order in which 
the returns were generated. 

I have used relatively normal yearly market returns in these 
examples, but we need to consider that a severe bear market 
carries a low probability but can have a stark impact on your 
returns. I believe that we need to factor in the consequences of 
sequence risk on the longevity to your portfolio.
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Potential Solutions
Firstly, if an ARF recommendation is that of a low to medium risk solution, in 
general, the impact of sequence risk is significantly reduced as the underlying 
investment strategy should help mitigate market falls and subsequently the 
impact of withdrawal. 

Secondly, we should remember that there is a difference between a 
percentage withdrawal each year versus a fixed monetary amount withdrawn. 
With a percentage withdrawal, the ARF will never technically ‘bomb out’.  
In the event of a large drawdown in your investment, the withdrawal as a 
percentage of the balance will simply be that of a lower amount. This needs to 
be considered in terms of both inflation and the impact on future spending. 
Under a fixed monetary withdrawal agreement, clients would have to consider 
the idea of reducing spending after significant market declines so as to reduce 
the impact of withdrawals on the ARF balance. 

The third option is to build in some buffer assets into the overall portfolio, 
which can be drawn on either after a significant market decline, or which 
can be drawn upon for the first three or four years of the ARF. These would 
potentially allow the portfolio time to potentially get off to a ‘good start’. This 
can be added to by layering the overall portfolio across the risk spectrum to 
allow for some short, medium and longer term growth prospects. 

Understanding Sequence Risk

As we have previously highlighted, the investment returns of the last 
decade are likely to become more difficult to find given the current 
historically low interest rate and negative bond yield environment. This 
poses a risk to investors. There is a balancing act between reducing our 
future expectations of return, or go further out the risk spectrum in 
search of return. In the event of opting to push out along the risk curve, 
creating the right portfolio that recognises risk as being ‘more things 
that can happen than will happen’, is a great way to start. Hopefully this 
article will help you to consider the consequences of sequence risk on 
your investments. 
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Notes
Fund 
Centre
Find the most up to date 
fund performance at the 
click of a button!

 
fundcentre.bankofireland.com
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How to 
Contact us
You can contact your Private Client Manager 
directly or call us on +353 1 637 8600. Our offices 
are located at the following addresses:

Dublin Office
Bank of Ireland Private,
Bank of Ireland,
2 College Green,
Dublin 2.
+353 1 637 8600

Cork Office
Bank of Ireland Private,
32 South Mall,
Cork.
+353 21 425 1527

Galway Office
Bank of Ireland Private,
Dockgate House,
Dockgate,
Galway.
+353 91 566 301

bankofireland.com/private

privateclients@boi.com

Phone 0818 365 121  
(or +353 1 404 4022 if calling from abroad)

Notes
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Appendix

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Equities 10.7% 7.5% -4.1% 30.0% 27.5%

European Government Bonds 3.2% 0.2% 0.8% 6.7% -3.5%

Global Bonds (In Euros 2.4% 1.1% -1.0% 5.1% -2.6%

Commodities 11.4% 0.7% -13.0% 5.4% 36.5%

US 10 Year Bonds 7.7% -1.6% 11.6% -28.6% -1.6%

Oil 45.0% 12.5% -24.8% 34.5% 99.2%

Copper 17.4% 31.7% -20.3% 6.3% 38.4%

Wheat -13.2% 4.7% 17.9% 11.0% 24.8%

Gold 8.1% 13.5% -1.6% 18.3% 3.6%

Appendix 1: Calendar 5 year performance of markets and stocks mentioned

Source: Bloomberg, 04.01.2022

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Share Class

Global Fundamentals Fund 5.1% -3.0% 27.0% 2.7% 27.2% Class M

Newgrange Fund 1.3% -5.5% 28.8% 3.4% 25.7% Class M

iFunds 3 Alpha 4.8% -3.4% 10.9% 3.6% 9.2% Series 18

iFunds 4 Alpha 8.2% -4.7% 15.6% 6.1% 14.9% Series 12

iFunds 5 Alpha 10.2% -5.3% 20.6% 7.5% 20.9% Series 12

Global Equity Fund 12.8% -6.6% 28.1% 8.9% 27.0% Series 1 (with fee added back)

PRIME 3 3.1% -1.6% 10.0% -1.5% 9.3% Series 12

PRIME 4 6.3% -2.8% 17.5% -3.0% 17.7% Series 12

PRIME 5 7.9% -3.9% 21.9% -4.3% 24.4% Series 12

PRIME Equities 8.1% -4.9% 27.4% 4.8% 28.5% Series 12

Sentinel Fund n/a n/a n/a 0.10% 6.2% Series 12

Sentinel II Fund n/a n/a n/a n/a 6.4% Series 12

Diversified Absolute Return Fund 4.90% -6.60% 1.50% -1.30% 2.6% Class A

European Real Estate Fund n/a n/a 2.60% 0.80% 4.8% Series 1

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Bitcoin 1290.7% -72.5% 87.5% 303.9% 57.1%

XRP N/A N/A -46.3% 15.2% 246.7%

Ethereum 8964.8% -82.7% -7.9% 466.5% 403.1%

Dogecoin N/A N/A N/A 131.2% 3049.6%

Tether N/A N/A -0.4% 0.3% -0.1%

Polkadot N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Bitcoin Cash N/A N/A 25.0% 68.4% 25.9%

USD Coin N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.2%

Cardano N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.2%

Litecoin N/A N/A 29.8% 200.3% 15.8%

Appendix 2: Fund calendar year performance 

Appendix 3: Cryptocurrency calendar performance (where available)

Source: https://www.
coindesk.com/coindesk20

Some Cryptocurrencies 
above have only launched as 
of late hence data may not 
be available to compute 5 
year performance
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Private

This document contains details of historic and forecast market and index performance.

Warning: If you invest in a product you may lose some or all of the money you invest.

Warning: The value of investments may go down as well as up.

Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance.

Warning: These figures are estimates only, they are not a reliable guide to future performance.

Warning: Investments may be impacted by changes in currency exchange rates

The EUROSTOXX 50®, the Euro Stoxx Equal Weight Constant 50 Index®, the Euro iStoxx World Top 200 Equal Weight Decrement 50 Index® and the EuroStoxx Select Dividend 30 Index are the intellectual property (including 
registered trademarks) of Stoxx Limited, Zurich, Switzerland (the “Licensor”), which is used under license. The Bonds based on these Indices are in no way sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by the Licensor and the Licensor 

shall not have any liability with respect thereto. The Euronext® Euro 50 ESG EW Decrement 50 Index referred to herein (the “Index”) is not sponsored, approved or sold by Societe Generale. Societe Generale shall not assume any 
responsibility in this respect. Euronext N.V. or its subsidiaries holds all (intellectual) proprietary rights with respect to the Index. Euronext N.V. or its subsidiaries do not sponsor, endorse or have any other involvement in the issue 
and offering of the product. Euronext N.V. and its subsidiaries disclaim any liability for any inaccuracy in the data on which the Index is based, for any mistakes, errors, or omissions in the calculation and/or dissemination of the 

Index, or for the manner in which it is applied in connection with the issue and offering thereof. Euronext® Euro 50 ESG EW Decrement Index is a registered trademark of Euronext N.V. or its subsidiaries.

While great care has been taken in its preparation, this document is of a general nature and should not be relied on in relation to a specific issue without taking financial, insurance or other professional advice. If any conflict arises 
between this document and the policy conditions, the policy conditions will prevail. Bank of Ireland Private believes any information contained in this document to be accurate, but Bank of Ireland Private does not warrant its 

accuracy and accepts no responsibility whatsoever for any loss or damage caused by any act or omission made as a result of the information contained in this document. Any investment, trading or hedging decision of a party will 
be based on their own judgment and not upon any views expressed by Bank of Ireland Private. While the information has been taken from sources we believe to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy or completeness and 
any such information may be incomplete or condensed. You should obtain independent professional advice before making any investment decision. Any expression of opinion reflects current opinions of Bank of Ireland Private as 

at January 2022. Any opinion expressed (including estimates and forecasts) may be subject to change without notice. This publication is based on information available as at January 2022. 

For private circulation only. Not to be reproduced in whole or in part without prior permission. Contact your Private Client Manager for further information. Bank of Ireland – The Governor and Company of the Bank of Ireland, 
incorporated by charter in Ireland with Limited Liability. Bank of Ireland trading as Bank of Ireland Private is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. “Bank of Ireland Private” is a registered business name of Bank of Ireland. 

Bank of Ireland also operates under other trading names that will be detailed in the terms and conditions that concern the relevant product or service. Bank of Ireland is a member of the Bank of Ireland Group. Bank of Ireland is 
regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. Registered Number C-1. Registered Office and Head Office: Bank of Ireland, 40 Mespil Road, Dublin 4.

January 2022 


